Stateof the College Addressdiscusses changesat Colby
need for students to take responsibility for their actions and for a new,
balanced relationship to be reached,
as well as concern about the events of
Loudness weekend.
"Public services were being
requested for these alcohol intoxication issues, to the degree that public
resources, emergency response vehicles owned by the municipality, were
involved...But I think that if people
have real concerns about something
and the ambulance is called, I don't
think that 's an abuse of resources. So I
don't have any reason to believe the
police are more active, I don't have
any reason to believe they've changed
their views about things,"Adams said.
Taff, who began the Address, started by outlining his basic plans for the
"general direction" of this year 's
SGA, which include focus on academic and residential life, safety on campus, diversity initiatives, life skills,
education and a general effort to
increase SGA clout and effectiveness.

By EMILY HONIG
FEATURES EDITOR

.

Controversy this weekend was a
speech feeder for Tuesday night 's
annual State of the College Address,
Although SGA President Derek Taff
'04 and Colby President William D.
Adams gave much attention to their
p lans for improving administration
and student services at Colby, it has
also become clear that these issues are
at the forefront of student concerns.
Most student questions revolved
around health concerns and changes in
police presence on Colby's campus
following the disbanding of the Maine
State Liquor Inspector last summer,
with regards to Colby 's public image,
our changing relationshi p with
Waterville and surrounding towns and
safety concerns as Colby 's social life
and student services move off-campus.
Both Adams and Taff cited the

Taff's goals for academic and residential life improvements include
many of his and SGA Vice President
Josh German's '04 platform points
from last year, including outdoor dining and changes to distribution and
core requirements, especially for Jan
Plan courses. .
Taff also cited a need for increased
availability of information ' about
courses and professors for incoming
first year students.
Taff also discussed a proposal to
place card readers outside Miller
Library to prevent unauthorized people from entering at night, as well as
ideas about better ways the College
can help with "post-grad preparation"
and the transition away from Colby.
"If what we do stays on track and
chips away at the other goals, we're
not going to get everything done, but I
think we can get a lot done to accomplish those core goals, and as we do
accomplish those goals, I think our
effectiveness becomes more apparent,

and I think our clout
becomes elevated," Taff
said.
Adams spoke about
progress on Colby's
Strategic Plan, which
involves movement on
and fundraising for the
Colby Green and its
new
accompanying
buildings, the construction of an artificial turf
field , and, on the academic side, the formation
of the Goldfarb Center
for Public Affairs and
Civic
Engagement,
which will be headed by
William R. Kenan, Jr.
Professor of Government
College President William D. Adams spoke Tuesday.
Sandy Maisel.
"The most important
impact of this project is that it will lib- a couple of important moves to
erate space in the central quadrangle expand the academic space and facilifor academic programs, most particularly in Lovejoy...which is the first of
Continued on Page 4

Police involvement during Loudness strikes controversy
Ames of Waterville PD. He
explained that the first two times officers showed up at the concert they
The presence of 20 police officers simply asked for the music to be
and State Troopers on the Dana Lawn turned down - When complaints from
this past Friday night, Sept. 5 rose the the town continued, the police assertstudent body to high speculation ed that the concert could continue
about the relationship between Colby only in acoustic sound. "The band
and
the
Waterville
Police did not keep with these rules. Two
Department. Controversy about the guitars remained plugged in. So the
police involvement heightened stu- fourth time we came back to cease
play," explained Ames.
dents' defense about police/student
¦¦ ¦
¦¦
relations. - > -' '- : ' ' ¦¦*' : '-' " "' ' ¦;
Speculation arose that State
The Waterville PD came to cam- Troopers were called in to assist in
pus as a result of numerous noise case of a riot. Ames noted this as
complaints originating from the Pete not true. "The State Troopers were
Francis concert, which took place in the area and they heard our calls
outside Cotter Union that evening. and asked if we wanted their assisThe police arrived on campus four tance and we accepted. It was only
times before the concert was official- precautionary."
ly shutdown. "Noise complaints were
"I understand the policy not wantcoming from the other side of the ing to put themselves in jeopardy.
river in Winslow," said Sgt. Dan
By KATERUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

¦

-
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Police move out lingering students after Peter Francis concert was shut down due to noise complaints.

Chicago Tribune criminal justice
rep orters to receive Lovej oy Award

Court affirmative action
decision not expected to
affect Colby admissions
Regents of the University of
California vs. Bakke decision , stating
that although race and ethnicity could
be taken into account , quotas could
not be used to determine admission.
The court found that Michi gan 's
undergraduate progra m was using a
quota system.
The two cases against the
University of Michi gan , Grutter vs.

By KAITLIN McCARRERTY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On June 23, the Supreme Court
ruled that race and ethnicity can be
used in college admission decisions.
However, the ruling put limitations on
how much sway race may have in (he
process. The University of Michi gan
undergraduate program used a system
of points to sort through their app licants. The Supreme Court upheld the

Continued on Page 3
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By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

Steve Mills and Maurice Possley of
the "Chicago Tribune" were chosen by
the Lovejoy Award Selection
Committee as this year 's recipients of
the S1 honor; the investigative rcporting of the pair influenced former
Illinois Governor George Ryan to pardon four wrongfully accused death row
inmates and commuted all other death
row inmates to life in prison , putting
UJUMItiti y Ul- U U M M UN Uf l l l U W i
the death sentence in Illinois on halt.
Both Possley and Mills have inves- Steve Mills (L) and Maurice Possley (R) of the Chicago Tribune
people. I' m careful , but you are going
tigated the criminal justice system at all executions in 2000.
great length in their careers . "Early on,
"We've gotten to watch people we to make some enemies along the way."
"The perception in the past has
when I was getting into this business, wrote about walk out of prison ," they
court reporting is what appealed to be said. Both men expressed their been that the "Tribune" and Chicago
me," said Possley. As his career extreme gratification in what their are conservative. |We chose to] represent or speak for people that are not
advanced , Possley started to cover work has accomplished.
h igh profile criminal cases for the
"We have received hundreds and popular ," added Mills.
Possley is a graduate of Loyola
"Tribune ," including
Timoth y hundreds of letters from inmates askUniversity
and has spent 31 years as a
added
McVeigh and Ted Kaczynski.
look
at
their
cases,"
ing us to
journalist
, the lust 20 with the
"Criminal justice has always been Possley. He explained it can be diffian abiding interest for me," noted cult to pick the cases he wants to real- "Tribune. " He is currentl y teaching as
Mills. "1 really think it is important for ly investi gate, but sometimes one a visiting professor at the University
of Montana in Missoula.
journalis ts to give a voice to people "sticks out at you."
Mills holds a bachelor 's degree from
who don 't have a voice, and prisoners
Selection
Chair of Lovejoy
don 't have much of a voice."
Committee Matthew Slorin comment- University of California in Santa
Both Possley and Mills deemed ed, "[Mills] and [Possley] took up a Barbara and degree in journalism from
their processes of criminal justice cause that I believe was not popular in Medill School of Journalism , associated
reporting as unique. "We looked at the "Tribune" circulation area, and with Northwestern University. Mills has
things in a statistical way in order to throug h their courageous reportin g, worked on the "Tribune" for nine years.
The Lovejoy Award is given in honor
reall y document, well , not just willi they turned around not only public
}
anecdotes, how deep .the problems ' officials , but a good portion of public of Ivlijnli Parish Lovejoy. A Colby grad[with the justic e system, particularl y opinion as well. "1 think their work uate in 1826, Lovejoy was killed when
death row cases] are," said Mills.
was not only exemplary journalism , defending his abolitionist publication
The collected series entitled "State of but it was an excellent match to the from a pro-slavery mob and is since
considered to be one of the first martyrs
lixecution ," "The Failure of the Death ideals of the Lovejoy Award."
Penalty in Illinois ," "Executions in
In response to Storm , Possley said , for freedom of the press, explains
America" and "Cops and Confessions" "It ft a sensitive issue. We have tried Director of Communications Steve
co-authored by Mills, Possley and fel- to move the issue away from being a Collins. The Lovejoy Convocation will
low stall' writer, Ken Armstrong, ulti- moral one, but instead an issue of can be held on October 15.
mately led to the moratorium that hulled we trust the system to kill the right

Simple assault
being investigated
as hate crime
By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

An argument which flared out of
control between three students in
Perkins-Wilson Hall early Sunday
morning is currently being investigated as a possible hate crime by the
Dean of Students Office and the
Waterville Police Department.
"I would call it racial harassment
at this time," said Vice President of
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Janice Kassman. "A student used a
racial epithet against another student
and the student was touched in an
unwanted matter."
"The students appeared to be arguing, but then the argument flared out
of control," explained Director of
Security Pete Cheneyert. "The girl
was grabbed by the wrist and possibly kicked in the leg, though it is not
clear exactly what happened. Local
authorities are looking into it."
"Apparently the assault was from
one girl to another," said Deputy
Chief of the Waterville Police
Department Joe Massey. "We have a
couple people to interview-people
who may have witnessed what happened during this particular incident."
Kassman and Chenevert refused to
divulge the names of the students
involved. The Waterville Police
Department will not give out the
names of those involved until the
investigation has ceased.

Adams recommends
that College adopt
recent 'Statement of
Core Values'
By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

With the recommendation of the
Task Force on Statements of Value
pending for acceptance from various
campus committees, future Colby students could be asked to sign an agreement saying they understand and
respect the College's values.
The Statement of the Core
Values of the College is a compilation of what this institution considers to be its most important
princi ples , which would exist to
serve as a focal point for the
school' s merits. The recommendation for the Statement of Values
ori ginall y came from the report
released by the Task Force on
Statements of Value last spring.
The report states , "Colb y 's current
published value statements and
policies are scattered and even
unknown among many students
and faculty , "
Students would be asked to sign a
document stating they understand and
respect the College's values including
their missions and goals, diversity, residential and social life, non-discrimination , non-harassment, sexual assault
and possibly academic integrity.
The report recommended Hint "summary statements of the various viilues and
related policies of the College should be
combined into a single document that
would be signal by incoming students as
they matriculate and explicitly referencedin
employment conductsfor faculty and stall'."
Members of the Task Force included Chair of the Committee and
Professor of Philosoph y Robert
Mc Arthur , Assistant Professor of
Sociology Alec Campbell , Associate
Professor of chemistry Julie Millard ,
lixecutive Assistant to the President
and Secretary of the College Sally
linker, Associate Dean of Students
Mark Serdjeniau , Director of Student
Financial Services Cind y Wells ,
Continued on Page 2
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Library hires new director
By ELISABETH MAGUIRE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Over the summer, Colby College
hired the new Director of Libraries
Clem Guthro. Guthro came to Colby
from Macalester College in St. Paul,
Minn., where he was the Team Leader
for Collection Management. In addition to his previous experience,
Guthro received a B.A. in Religious
Studies from the University of
Manitoba, a Masters in Christian
Theology from Point Lorna Nazarene
University, a Masters in Library
Science from the University of
Western Ontario and is currently
working to obtain an EdD in Higher
Education Leadership from Nova
Southeastern University. ¦..
"As Director of Libraries, my role
is to provide leadership for the three
Colby libraries and to move the
libraries forward in support of teaching and learning for students and faculty," Guthro said.
Moving into the information age at
Colby, Guthro is also focused on
"brid ging the world of print and digital collections," and hopes "to help
students and faculty gain the information seeking skills that are necessary
for lifelong learning."
He aims to increase the library collections not only by bringing in more
books, but also by increasing Colby's

capacity for virtual collections. "If I
could sum up what I want to do at
Colby, five words or concepts come to
mind: First service, second collections, third partnerships, fourth innovation, and fifth the library as a
place", Guthro said.
Guthro said, "I came to Colby at a
great time. Colby is moving forward,
strengthening its programs and its faculty and continues to strongly support
the role that the library plays in the
educational process. I am also excited
by Colby's focus on internationalism
and diversity."
The library should not only be a
place to research and study, but it
should also be the home of lectures
and events, which will "engage the
library, the faculty, arid the students in
the life of the mind," Guthro said. He
also wants to continue Colby's focus
on internationalism and diversity,
both within and in the Colby community in general.
Guthro also welcomes any ideas
students or faculty might have, "My
door is always open,"- he said. "I
would welcome students to come by
to discuss ideas, concerns, or just to
chat."
Guthro is married to Gayle Guthro
and they have three children , 11-year
old twins and a seven-year old son.
They also have a three-year old oversized miniature Schnauzer named
Lightning.

Each year the president of the
Student Government Association is
faced with the challenge of implementing their ideas and goals in hopes
of making Colby a more enriching and
rewarding place. SGA President and
Vice President Derek Taff '04 and
Josh German '04 are planning to focus
on academic and residential life, safety on campus, diversity and multicultural issues and preparing students for
their time after Colby,
Along the way, they hope to
strengthen the effectiveness of the
SGA. "Everything should be aimed at
providing deliverables and results for
the student body," Taff said.
One of Taff and German's platform
points last year was to provide dining
outside. Starting on Monday, students
will be able to eat outside at Roberts
Union. Should students prefer to take
their meals outside, Dining Services
will hand them a leaflet describing the
new program and its regulations, this
way Dining Services and the SGA will
be able to numerically evaluate this
program's popularity. They also plan
to issue students wristbands, which
will also ensure that students are not

Continued from Page 1
Emma James '04, Antonio Mendez
'06 and Kearney Shanahari '04.
"There is no value-less college,"
McArthur responded to the question
of whether students would feel
uncomfortable adopting the values of
the institution. "In thinking, it is a
social contract, really. You don't have
to believe in the values of the College,
you only need to understand, respect
and be able to function within them.
Do we want everyone to think alike? I
don't think so."
"I support the creation and adoption of the proposed document for use
in important publications and on the
Colby Web Site," wrote President
William "Bro"Adams to the members
of the Task Force. "Because virtually
all of these statements are already in
existence, I see no need for further
review, with the important exception
of the recommendation regarding academic integrity."
Though the task force was implemented to discuss compiling the core

,x

values of the College, they also took
on the question of instituting an honor
code, currently referred to as a statement of academic integrity. The honor
code, which McArthur and the rest of
the Task Force recommend, is unlike
the traditional format in that the Task

You don't have to
believe in the values
of the College, you
only need to understand,? respect and u,
be able to function
within them.
Robert McArthur

Chair of Task Force

Force does not advocate equal punishment for students who choose not to
report infractions. "This rule has two

problems," McArthur explained, "ft
does, in fact, turn everybody into an
informer. It is not right to say that this
top is an act of academic dishonesty.
There is a principle there. Secondly,
can we imagine such a system ever
being adopted at Colby? I think no."
The academic dishonesty policy, as
of now, is a two-strike system. In most
cases students are allowed two infractions before any disciplinary measures outside of the classroom are
taken. However, it is impossible to
know if all student infractions are
being reported. Should the College
decide to take up the new policy,;each
case would be heard by 'an academic^
subcommittee of the Judicial Board,
which would remove the weight of
investigation from the professors and
give students due process, which has
historically appeared only at the
appeals level.
More important, McArthur notes,
"is giving students a sense of more
personal responsibility for their
work." McArthur suggests a system,
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expertise," Taff explained. "It may
very' well be like a wellness, but for
seniors."
Safety on Colby's campus is an
increasingly important issue. The first
proposal that will be discussed in
Presidents' Council is having card readers outside of Miller Library to assure
that only Colby students are in the
library after a certain time. Taff arid
German will also try to create a task
force to look at the new Health Center
hours and try to create extended service.
Another aspect of safety that
became evident this past weekend in
light of Loudness was the presence of
Waterville Police on campus. Taff and
German plan to meet with Chief of
Police John Morris to discuss the
Police's interaction with Colby students and try to create a forum that
will ensure that both sides feel properly represented.
Colby President William D. Adams
has been continuously an advocate of
diversity, and Taff and German plan to
uphold this goal. They plan to have
forums in Cotter Union where students will be able to voice their differences. They want to emphasize an
all-inclusive appreciation of Colby
students' strengths, and by doing so,
encourage students to be accepting
and attentive to others' needs.
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DBMC Aviation
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A Memorial Service;, for
Professor Art Champlin -will be
held on Saturday, Sept, 13, at 2:00
p.m. at the Lbriraer Chapel. There
will be a reception immediately
following the service outside
Arey/Olin-Mall side of the buildings, weather permitting.. ./Rain
site will be at the Pugh Center.
Colleagues and friends of the
Champlin family are invited,

Colby ConcertSeries
Violinist and violist Mary Jo
Carlsen and pianist Cheryl
Tschanz will open the 2003-04
Music at Colby; Concert Series
with a performance at 3 pm. on
Sunday, Sept; 14.
The concert will be held in
Given Auditorium of the Bixler
Art arid Music Center on Colby's
Waterville campus. Part of the
2003-04 Music at Colby series,
the event is open to the public and
free of charge.
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which keeps students constantly
aware of their academic responsibility. He explained a system where students would sign a statement that the
work handed in was their own. "By
signing a statement there is a sense of
reinforcement," McArthur explained.
"That hesitation for students before
signing might also be helpful." .
Because the implementation of a
new academic dishonesty policy
would involve the development of a
sub-committee within the Judicial
Board, as well as full co-operation
from the faculty and administration,
the concept; has now been; posed tomany-different parties . including;the/
faculty the Student Government
Association,
College
Affairs
Committee and the Academic Affairs
Committee. Each body will assess the
model individually and make further
recommendations. Should an honor
code be adopted, it would be introduced with the Class of 2009.
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abusing outdoor dining.
Another long-term goal is to provide more information about courses
online, so students, especially firstyear students, can make better decisions about what classes they choose.
In the same vein, Taff and German
plan to create a task force to look at
course and distribution requirements.
"We want the administration to be vigilant and try to come up with a solution that better serves students needs,"
Taff said. The task force would look at
individual courses and their credit values. "It is an opportunity for students
to look at this independently, look for
inconsistencies in credits and reevaluate core courses,"he added] Taff noted
January's intense emergency rescue
course, which offers no credits.
To better prepare students for time
after Colby, they plan to . create a
course that will allow students to learn
life skills that will be necessary after
graduation. "The course is meant to
impart students with life skills before
they leave Colby," said Taff.
According to Taff, Colby does not
have the necessary' resources for students to become proficient in the qualities the career world expects."We
hope to have a lot of people teaching
the course. We are inquiring with
alums and parents to donate time arid

news briefs

__

Do you enjoy slapping your
knee tobluegrass beats? Are you a
fiddle-fanatic? Then head down to
the Chase Hall Lounge at Bates in
Lewiston on Sept 12 and 13. There
is a two-day Old-Tirne fiddle festival that is sponsored by the
Freewill Folk Society. The night
begins at 8:30 p.m. For questions
call 207-786-6255.

Hiking and biking and
nature, Oh my!
If nature is your thing, then this
event is for you. MaineSharc is
sponsoring their 12th Annual Meet
at the Mountain Hike and Bike for
Saturday, Sept. 13th.
The setting for the outing is
Bradbury Mountain Slate Park in
I'ovvnal, near Freepoit and just a
few miles off 1-95, at Exit 20.
For hikers the park offers several diverse trails, with the Bradbury
Mountain peak a fine location for
viewing hawks, mountains to the
weft, and water views to the east.
For bikers, the day offers three
different touring rides of 100 K, 50
K and 25 K, us well as the popular
trails in the park for mountain
bikes.
To register visit www.maineshnre.org

Summer dorm renovations continue with Averill

Who 's Who
Cicilf laiik '04

By ELISABETH MAGUIRE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Although Michelle Farrell '01 is the
original artist, the song has become a
staple of the a capella group's reperOver her four years at Colby, Cici toire.
Malik '04 has been involved in a
"A cappella is fun because you
huge array of activities. A singer, spend so much time with the people
Spanish teacher and a biology buff, that you sing with, and you get to be
Malik has had a taste of nearly every- really close to them. I had actually
thing: double majoring in Spanish never heard of a capella until I came
and Biology, she sings in the a capel- to Colby, but once I got here it
la group the Megalomaniacs and in became really fun! It's unique
Collegium Musicum, as well as takBy Emily Honig

During the summer, Colby's renovation process resumed. Not only was
Averill Residence Hall completely
renovated, but also the front steps of
the Lorimer Chapel were entirely
rebuilt. The renovation of Averill was
the seventh residence hall upgrade
within the past 10 years. The other
dorms renovated include Dana, Foss,
Woodman, Mary Low, Coburn,
Hillside and Johnson.
Colby has committed to renovating
all remaining residence halls, excluding Heights, in the next few years.
"The goal of all residence hall renovations is to achieve a carripus-wide
uniform upgrading of facilities," said
Joe Feely, project manager for all
dorm renovations.
This upgrade includes increasing
dorm room space to 100 square feel
per person, new bathrooms--in—all
dorms, upgraded electrical and heating systems and new furnishings. In
addition, all dorm renovations must
comply with Americans with
Disabilities Act standards, so wheelchair-accessible ramps and elevators
are to be installed as dorms are being
renovated. Heights and Hillside will
have elevators installed the next time
that they are renovated . Dean of
Housing Paul Johnston said that it will
"not be in the near future," however
because Heights was built in 1980 and
is not yet due for a renovation and
Hillside was renovated in 1996.
The renovation of Averill Hall has
resulted in "increased space per stu-
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Averill was entirely restructured over the summer '
dent in all bedrooms, new furniture,
new mechanical, electrical and lighting systems, new enlarged bathrooms,
a new entry and new elevator, a spacious lounge, new laundry room, recycling centers on all three floors and a
large trunk room carved out of solid
rock," as stated in a release from Feely
to the residents of Averill.
Johnston said that the renovation of
Averill was similar to the renovation
of Johnson that took place last summer. One difference that Johnston
pointed out was that each room has a
fire alarm in it, whereas in the past
they had only been in the hallways.
Johnston had received good feedback from the students living in
Averill this year. "I sent out an email
to the residents after the buildingwas
finished. I have received very few
responses, and those that I have,
have been loving the changes,"
Johnston said.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: &^^^
Continued from Page 1
Bollinger and Gratz vs. Bollinger,
were filed by a Caucasian applicant
who was rejected by the University of
Michigan undergraduate program, as
well as the law school, though she had
better scores than some peers, who
were admitted because they had
minority status: The Court , found in
her favor> in regards to the undergraduate admissions policy and against her
in on the law school policy.
President William D. "Bro" Adams
sent an amicus brief to the Supreme
Court in February, 2003, along with
Tom Gerety, President of Amherst,
and Barry Mills, President of
Bowdoin. The brief supported
Michigan by "maintaining that the
colleges have a compelling educational interest in enrolling diverse classes
and asking the court not to prohibit
consideration of race and ethnic background as considerations in admissions decisions," according to Steve
Collins, director of communications in
Colby Magazine's spring issue.
The Supreme Court upheld that
considering race was important to
enrolling a diverse class this summer.

Dean of Admissions Parker
Beverage said that he does not foresee
any changes in any policies or practices due to the decisions. He said that
he does not "anticipate that the recent
Supreme Court decision will affect
our current admission practices at
Colby, certainly not in any appreciable
and unhelpful way."
.Colby utilizes Affirmative Action,
howevernot to fill a'quota;-The way
by which affirmative action has come
into play at Colby has never included
our establishment of quotas, of any
sort, or the creation of a point or
weighting system in the admission
process," said Beverage. "On the other
hand, we have certainly tried to be
aggressive in our recruitment of students from African-, Latina/o-, Asian, and Native American [ALANA]
backgrounds, students who have been
traditionally underrepresented at
Colby. After all, unless we are able to
attract an ever-increasing number of
applications from these students, we
are never going to be able to admit and
to enroll an ever-increasing number."
"Naturally, once attracted to our
applicant pool , we pay careful attention to the applications of [ALANA]

Spring Break 2004.
Travel with STS,
America 's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica , Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps,
Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 OR
www.ststtavel.com

a

Some changes were made to
Johnson this summer. The study.room
in the lounge was expanded. Also new
furniture was put in place in the
¦ .
. NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO
.
lounge. The walls in Johnson were
Old
chapel
steps
have been redone.
caulked in order to close the space that
was left at the ceiling between some of
the rooms to cut down on noise trans- the project preserved the historic
fers between rooms, Johnston said. integrity of the building," Murphy
Also there was some soundproofing of said.
As for next summer, "The major
the walls.
In addition to the dorm renovations, project will, of course, be the Colby
the Chapel steps had to be replaced Green. We are still working on plans
because they had been deteriorating for other projects, but the schedules
over the years.
are still not finalized," Murphy said.
"In a nutshell, the project removed The only dorms remaining to be renoand rebuilt the entire front steps at the. vated are the seven dorms on Roberts
chapel," Patricia Murphy, Director of Row: Goddard-Hodgkins, Piper,
Pierce, Perkins-Wilson, Treworgy,
the Physical JPlant Department, said.
~There was also "a_need to keep the Grossman and Drummond, East and
building eligible for registration on the West Quad. These buildings will be
state's historic register. "We worked next in line to receive an overhaul.
With the state historian in selecting the
stone and other detailing to ensure that

students, but some of them will earn

The way by
which affirmative action has
come into play
at Golby has —
never included
our establishment of quotas,
of any sort, or
the creation of a
point or weighting system in
the admissions
process.
Parker Beverage
Dean of Admissions

admission and some will not . And to
those who do earn admission , we

extend ourselves, in all appropriate
ways, to try to enroll them at Colby.
Beverage said that the schools that
will be affected by the decision are
most likely much larger than Colby
and have fewer applicants. "The
Supreme Courts decision has surely
affected those colleges and universities that might have employed a system of points or weightings, where
race or ethnicity been been given a
specific numerical value. Schools
much larger than Colby, where the
admission process was more 'by the
numbers,' may have had to change
some of their current practices.
Frankly, I don 't think the decision
has had a great impact on the colleges within NESCAC or the other
schools with which we tend to compete and compare ourselves. "
Beverage believes that the decision
will have a positive effect on admission practices in the country. "Among
other possible results, the decision is
like ly to foster a more thoughtful ,
more comprehensive, and perhaps ,
more personal admission process
across all schools, the sort of process
we have tried to employ at Colby,"
he said.
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Everyone can
singf and since
everyone can
do it, everyone
can appreciate
. V/ it. :

NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO

SPEND A SEMESTER
OVERSEAS

It would mea n
the world to tliem.

T

Cici Malik '04
Student

LAURELGABLER/ THE C0LBV ECHO

because it's a college thing, and .it's
really fiin, as long as you don't take
ing voice lessons. She also was an it too seriously," Malik said.
HR in the Heights for two years.
She also has a passion for
Malik is currently a teaching Spanish. She studied at the Colby
assistant for Collegium Musicum as center in Salamanca in the Fall of
well as a Spanish teaching assistant. 2002, and taught several sixth grade
She has been singing since she Spanish classes in Clinton, Me. She
was four years old in choirs and . spent two summers working as an
other groups. "Everyone can sing, interpreter at a clinic in Chicago.
and since everyone can do it, everyAlthough her interests are
one can appreciate it," she said.
diverse, Malik has no plans yet for
Malik has been visible recently next year. "I'm very undecided.
while dancing and singing the Maybe that will make people feel
Eurythmics' "Sweet Dreams" with better," she said.
the Megalomaniacs during this year 's
Orientation a capella sampler.
CiCi Malik '04.

w^
W Wa^
Continued from Page 1
There were students being mouthy,"
said Director of Security Peter
Chenevert. „ ,.:/. .• . ., ¦.¦.;¦> ... ;, . ;«, ,-. ¦ .••
In response to whether or not students were riotous or rude Ames said,
"Everybody was very reasonable, as
soon as I spoke to them they were
respectful."
Contrary to Ames comment, Live
Music Chair Jon Bastian '04, the student in charge of the concert, noted "I
saw first hand a student getting
chased by a police officer down the
Dana Lawn."
"What I find so amazing is that the
cops claimed over 30 noise complaints. We had the volume so low
from the start because we anticipated
these problems. I think this is a situation Colby security could have handled on their own," said Bastian ,
However Ames assured that police
involvement was necessary.
Colby Security was present and
regulating the audience at the concert and aware of the numerous noise
complaints, however, as Chenevert
noted , "We would have preferred to
shut it down ourselves."
While police were present on campus, three students were also summoned for underage drinking
according to Ames.
Though all the liquor laws in the
state of Maine remain the same, the
position of liquor inspector has been
disbanded. Students can antici pate
police officers cracking down on
alcohol violations.
A problem to be anticipated on
Friday evening, with the decrease in
health center hours , was the
increased ambulance presence on
ciunpus. Between Friday and
Saturday, live students were taken
to Ihe hospital , through Colby for
intoxication.
Rumors have suggested larger
numbers, but Chenevert and Dean
of Students Janice Kassman reiter ate that more .students could have
heen taken to the hospital with out
the College 's knowledge. The students sent to Ihe hospital were aged
17, 18, 19 and two 20 year-olds.
"It was binge drinking paid for by
Walerville lax payers...I was very
concerned that the police, lire and
liMS services arc overextended to
Ihe detriment of the community,"
said Police chief John Morris to the
Morning Sentinel in Stuff Writer
Doug Harlow 's "Waterville safety
olTicinlH upset by excessive drinking
«t colleges" published on 'I\iesduy,
Sept. 9
All the students were underage

and summoned by the police.
Whether their intoxication levels
could have been handled by the
health center is open to speculation , but Chenewert noted adamanton the'side of
ly,' "!will always heir
¦¦
safety. "-; '¦¦ '' ' ¦ . -:¦

What I find so
amazing is that
the cops
claimed over 30
noise complaints. We had
the volume so
low from the
start because
we anticipated
these problems.
ion Bastian '04
Live Concert Chair
"It 's a clear case of cost shifting," Fire Dcpt . Captain David
Lafbuntain said to the Morning
Sentinel. "They 're saving money
while emergency services pick up
the cost." .
Further problems added (o what
Bastian described as a "disastrous
evening" when a squabble broke out
between Fete Francis and student
Igor Gynp '04
"There was general disrespect to
the performer [Pete Francis|, which 1
think is to a certain extent , to be
expected at events involving alcohol ," explained Bastian. Though . he
found no pardon for student Gynp
who sprayed Francis with a water
gun while performing. According to
Bastian , Francis reacted by jumping
off the stage and tried to engage in
what appeared to be a physical light ,
then came back the stage and cursed
to Ihe audience.
"(Gynpj' s actions ruined the reputation of all Colby Students, but
Francis too, was way out of control ," exp lained Bastian. "In fuel , I
want to apologize lor Pete Francis 's
behavior. "
Although he does not remember
the ni ght 's events clearl y, Gynp
does not believe Francis actuall y
made contact. "I just want to apologize to everyone, especiall y my
COOTers and Lcanne Burnhum.
That is not (lie person I usuall y am ,"
saidj 3ynp.

IN T 0 wN Riverside FarmMarket

Q&A

Toby and Pam Tyler are the owners of Riverside Farm Market in
Oakland. Features Editor Emily
Honig sat down with them to talk
about their business.
Emily: How did you get into this
kind of business?
Toby: You've got a lot of tape
there? You better. I was working for
EMILY HONIQ/THE COLBY ECHO
an engineering firm—I was a project
manager for a civil engineering Toby Tyler of the Riverside Farm Market
T: Yeah. Here it i« we do what we career?
firm—and we decided to build a litT: Boy, do I ever. Don't ever purlike
and we hope other people like it
tle roadside stand and just farm a litsue any career just for the money.
tle piece of ground right here, and as well.
E: Do you try to focus ori organic It's a huge mistake, because that old
the more I did it, the more I realized
I liked that and I didn't like engi- things or local produce or anything cliche is really true. Money doesn't
buy you happiness, and if you're in a
neering. As time went by I became like that?
T: We are not technically organic. career that pays well but you have no
more and more miserable at my
job—that was in 1990—and by 1997 We incorporate a lot of organic phi- passion for it, you're miserable,
we built this building, I quit my job losophy in our farming operation, regardless of how much they pay
although we do reserve the privilege you. I'll be real candid with you:
and we started in full time.
E: Where does most of your busi- of, as opposed to losing a crop to an when I made the decision to quit my
insect infestation, saving it by chem- job—I had a relatively good-paying
ness come from? Is it local?
ical
means. But we try to use discre- job, for the area—and to give up all
the
season.
it
depends
on
T: Well,
We run 9 months out of the year- tion, try to keep it to a minimum and of that, the insurance and the retirewe're closed January, February and we try to get the best products we ment account, to become a farmer
March. A good part of our business can, even in the kitchen we try to and a little businessman, it was
in the early spring and fall is from buy the best things, the free-range tough. Because of the stigma
attached to doing that sort of thing. It
Colby and Colby's faculty and some chickens that we resell.
E: A lot of area business is domi- was also tough because at the time
of the local professionals, and in the
summertime we haye a lot of sum- nated by big companies now. Do you my"kids were really little and I felt
mer residents, because the Belgrade find that you have trouble because of like I wasn't, providing for them,
lakes draw a lot of summer people, that, or do you have your own niche? walking away from the corporate
T: We're a niche that hasn't really world.
so that's a good portion of our clienE: How many kids do you have?
been affected any discernable
tele in me summertime.
¦¦
E: What kinds of merchandise do amount by that, not that I've seen.
, T: Two. ".;
E: How old are they?
So we've kind of got ourselves in a
you specialize in?
T: They're now 15 and 13, and
T: We have a broad thing. We do little place that's apparently someVegetables in season, either for retail what insulated from those things. In they've worked in this farm ever
or we use them in the kitchen for sal- fact, we're in a niche that, world since they can remember. That was
ads or soups, and then we have folk events being what they are, has actu- the other reason I wanted to have
art, pottery and baskets, and of ally helped us, because people have this business is because I wanted my
course we have deli items that we now gained a new value for old kids to have the opportunity to get a
make here, seltzer and hummus and philosophies, and that 's actually good work ethic and learn to appreciate making a living off the land. I
tabouleh and potato salad, then we been a benefit to us.
E: You obviously find it very think they're at the age right now
do cheese and wine, and the sandwiches and soups and salads. We do rewarding to be out here doing this where they've rebelled against it, but
instead of engineering. Do you have as they get older, they'll come back
a lot of different things.
E: Do you have a business philos- any advice for Colby students who to it.
are looking to go out and start a
ophy for Riverside? ~

STATE OF THE COLLEGE: TaffandAdamsspeakon keycampusissues
Continued from Page 1
ties of the College."

Adams also mentioned "ruminations" on renovations to Cotter Union
to create "a much more handsome and
appropriate social space for general
student interaction," as well as possibilities for improving student life, the
ongoing dorm renovation project and
improvements that have been made in
Career Services.
Also with regard to improved student life, Adams referred to an
increased focus on the Pugh Building
Committee and the Pugh Community
Board.
With regard to the recent change
made to Colby's smoking policy,
which bans smoking in all campus
buildings, "I regretted the abrupt timing of that decision, toward the very
end of the year," Adams said, "but it
seemed to be better to make it at that
point, when all the information was
in and all the students were still on
campus." Adams cited concerns
about a safe workplace for College
employees as a primary impetus in
the decision, and stressed that it does
not make Colby a "smoke-free campus."
Additionally, he spoke about severol "key administrative issues."
These included the various task
force reports—the Statement of
Values Task Force report, the Queer
Task Force report and the Athletics
Task Force report—to which he has
already responded or plans to respond
soon.
There will also be a change in the

'¦ ' ¦ '

¦ '

outside, diverse student, because we
recognize the entire community as
diverse."
By contrast, Adams focused on the
measures the College is taking to
improve Colby's quantitative diversity. "We're going to take a new and
closer look at our admission processes this year through the Overseer
visit that 's scheduled this spring,
which will be devoted specifically to
multicultura l improvement and
diversity," he said. He also noted the
hiring of a new Director for
Multicultural
Recruitment
in
Admissions, Denise Walton.
Both Taff and Adams spoke at
length the changes in the Health
Derek Taff '04
Center hours as a concern. While Taff
SGA President
mentioned an SGA proposal to recommend that the Health Center retain
post will be split. Kassman will night hours on weekends, Adams
remain Vice President of Student referred to the sudden onset of the sitAffairs, and a new Dean of Students uation , which required immediate
will be appointed.
action over the summer and the ongoAdditionall y, Adams discussed the ing discussion about the "long-term
initiatives that will be discussed by the viability of 24/7 operation in the
Trustees in the near future, including Health Center."
the multicultural housing initiative,
"This is something that we
questions about alcohol policy and the announced last year, that we were
Commons system and changes to looking carefully at, That look and
Cotter Union.
that careful study have been interTaff and Adams both spoke to the rupted by this short-term crisis, but
perennially popular topic of diversity we are going to continue to think
at Colby.
about the long-term and the perma"We're so hung up on the quantita- nent status of that program in coming
tive diversity, on the numbers, and years," Adams said, citing concerns
they don 't look very good right now," about the level of Health Center utiTaff said, "So I think when we start to lization during night hours and about
appreciate our qualitative diversity,..it the need to control rising expenses in
will help to create an environment response to concern s regarding
where it 's less of a stigma to be this tuition costs.

.
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Nature:
Medical Response
Medical Response
Medical Response
Vandalism
Medical Response
Citation
Medical Response
Medical Response
Tresspass Warning
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation ,
Citation
~^ '.
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Medical Response
Medical Response
Medical Response
Simple Assault

Date:
9/1/03
9/2/03
9/2/03
9/2/03
9/3/03
9/5/03
9/5/03
9/5/03
9/6/03 . .
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/6/03
9/7/03
9/7/03
9/7/03

time:
11:10 p.m.
1:30 a.m.
3:35 a.m.
1:48 a.m.
7:39 p.m.
8:35 p,m.
10:55 p.m.
11:05 p.m.
7:50 a.m.
8:05 a.m.
8:31 p.m.
8:31p.m.
8:45 p.m.
9:31 p.m.
10:10 p.m.
10:16 p.m.
10:25 p.m.
10:25 p.m.
10:31p.m.
10:34 p.m.
10:39 p.m
10:39p.m.
10:44 p.m
ll:00 p.m
11:09 p.m
11:11p.m.
ll:14 p.m.
11:16p.m.
11:43 p.m.
12:09 a.m.
12:20.a.m.
12:45 a.m.

Citation

9/7/03

2:58 a.m,

We're so hung .
up on the quantitative diversity,
on the numbers,
and they don't
look very good
right now.
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Hermitage House

A unique and beautifully appointed
secluded place for your relaxation!
Coffee . ..I
Decadent Desserts
Books
Spiritual Direction
Hours: Wed-Sat 12 noon
to9p,ra; ; Sun. 4-9 p.m.
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In the back right next door to Freedom Cafe, on the lower level of the State
Farm Insurance Building. For more informatio call 859-8742

Garden Island

LAUNDROMAT and DRY CLEANERS

40 Elm Plaza Upper Main St. Exit 34 (Off 1-95) Waterville

8 6 1-8 3 7 8

Dry Cleaning .
S e r v i c e is BACK

Laundry Gift Certificates
& Discounts Available with college ID

Coupons cannot be used with other coupons or promotions. One coupon per family.
Garden Island of Waterville only. Expires 8/3 1 /03

Open 7 a.m.-9 p.m. daily Cable TV A/c Fully Attended Clean Friendly
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WASTE LESS.
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Check out
the Echo
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Disposition:
Comments:
Location:
Injury
Residence Hall
Maine General
Residence Hall
Maine General
Alcohol
Residence Hall
Maine General
Alcohol
'
Security
Hole'in" wall
Treworgy Hall
.
Athletic Center
Maine General
Injury
Outside Miller
Deans Office
Open Container
Residence Hall
Maine General Alcohol
Residence Hall
Maine General
Alcohol
Security
Averill Hall
Trespass warning issued
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside Piper Hall
Outside AMS
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside AMS
Deans Office
Open Container
'
Outside Johnson Hall
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside Piper Hall
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside Perkins-Wilson
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside Taylor Hall
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container .
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container
Outside on Roberts Row
Deans Office
Open Container
Residence Hall
Inland Hospital Open Container
Residence Hall
Maine General
Open Container
Residence Hall
Maine General
Open Container
Perkins Wilson Hall
Deans Office/WTVL Police Possible Hate
' ' . Crime Outside of Johnson Hall
Deans Office
Deans Office

Freedom Cafe's

Dean of Students office, as current
Vice President of Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Janice Kassman 's

Be kind to the Earth!!
Please recycle this Echo
,

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log September 2003
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Loudness: louder than exp ected

EDITORIALS
Two years later, lessons still to learn
The world is a different place since Sept. 11, 2001. No, we never did
find Osama Bin Laden, and as a country we set our sights to Iraq. How
much does the average Colby student really think about Bin Laden? Is he
in the back of our minds? Are we unsettled by his still looming presence
in the world?
Bin Laden's face has become the icon of terror. We see it and we
remember, but what it is that we actually remember , is in question. How
we have filtered out our experiences of Sept. 11 is unique, whether it be
planes flying into building, American flags hanging in every window or
color-coded terrorist alerts on CNN; some may only think "thank God
that's over."
Many college students could probably not recall a scarier or more confusing day than Sept, li , but now that two years have passed, inevitably
the tears do not well up in our eyes at pictures of the World Trade Center
once Standing tall, and we don't think everyday, "where is Bin Laden and
why haven't we captured him?" As a generation, we have succeeded in
doing what President George W. Bush urged us to do; move on with our
lives and not live in constant fear of terror.
But lets not forget it too quickly. Lets not forget that not much has
changed, Al Qaeda still exists, and strong animosity to our nation is
ever present.
The Echo encourages you to take the time today to think and talk about
Sept. 11, not just for grievance, but also, more importantly, for progress.
With the upcoming Presidential election, think about our country's
unsolved problems since that day and decide how you want them to be
handled.Take the time to speak with professors and classmates about how
you think the world has changed socially and culturally since Sept. 11 and
form opinions on how we can structure ourselves further as a people.
Other than an interfaith service, the College has planned no other
events which would facilitate thought or discussion. Don 't let this be an
excuse to let the day slip by without considering the future from the eyes
of bur recent past. .

Administration needs to firm relationship between
Colby and Waterville Police
The relationship between Colby and Waterville has always been
murky and this year has become problematic. With the loss of a liquor
inspector in Maine and the cutback of Garrison-Foster Health Center
hours, Waterville is being forced to deal with Colby on a more in-depth
level; however, it is important that Colby students and Watervillians
respect each other. This year at Colby the relationship with Waterville is
different than in the past for two reasons: there is no longer a liquor
inspector in Maine, and the Garrison-Foster Health Center is no longer
open for 24-hour care Previously, the Waterville Police Department has generally stayed off
of Mayflower Hill. Now that the Liquor Inspector is cut, the WPD is
assuming that, role and is already more visible on campus this year than
before. On Friday night 20 police officers responded to noise complaints and shut down a concert before asking Security to do the job. In
the past, this courtesy had been extended. The Waterville Police asked
that Security turn the music down numerous times and Security complied, however not by an ample degree. Better communication is needed between the Police and Security, and the Administration needs to
define the relationship between the College and the town.
In aa article by Doug Harlow that appeared in the Waterville
"Morning Sentinel" on Tuesday, Sept. 9 entitled "Waterville safety officials upset by excessive drinking at colleges," Police Chief John E.
Morris related that lie was upset by the incident because it overextended the emergency services.Whwn the Echo spoke to Sargent Dan
Amesasserts that they were responding only to noise complaints The
article in the "Sentinel" stated, "It took 20 police officers from
Waterville, Fairfield , Maine State Police and Kennebec County
Sheriff's Department to shut down a party at Colby early Saturday
morning." It seems that there is a discrepancy between what the WPD
is telling Colby and what it is telling the town. That discrepancy is a
sign that Waterville is beginning to harbor ill will towards the College.
The "Sentinel" article went on to cover the amount of students who
have been to the Thayer Unit of the Maine General Medical Center. The
police department and fire department were unhappy with the amount
of time they have spent on campus in the past two weeks. Because the
health center is no longer open for 24-hour care, Colby students have
become a burden on the hospital. Harlow 's point is that Colby and
Thomas arc committing an injustice against the town for using their
police, lire, Emergency Medical Services and ambulances, This is not
the standing in the community that Colby wants or deserves.
The administration needs to address these issues with the town.
President and Vice President of SGA Derek TalT '04 and Josh German
'04 have already addressed these issues and wisely plan to meet with the
administration (sec article on page 2). It is necessary to come to some
understanding with Waterville about what the new relationshi p between
(he (own and the College will be.

VAN1TY PRESS

By Steven Weinberg
Loudness ended five days ago.
Thanks to the magic of journalism, I
can write a column about Loudness
Sunday night and have it published
as though I were writing it Thursday
morning. Imagine, me scribbling
down a quick column only seconds
before the paper is off to press in the
wee hours of Thursday morning. My
editors, Kaitlin and Liz, are pacing
back and forth behind me. Neither of
these two girls sweat. No, they glow
when they're nervous and right now
they're a pair of Halogen light bulbs.
Kaitlin says to Liz: "Holy guacamole, Steve is pushing ns, himself
and the Echo right through the envelope."
Liz responds with a tinge of
urgency: "Maybe so, but it seems
he's completely distracted himself
from his initial purpose of writing
about Loudness."
Kaitlin furls her brow and exclaims:
"You're right. Our fictional dialogue is
doing nothing but wasting ink."
The two walk up behind me and
violently address the fact that I'm not
actually writing about anything sub-

stantial. "If you don 't start writing extend the metaphor to include the
now, you'll be back to drawing pic- massive police presence, representtures and shining Jon Loeb 's sneak- ing "the Man" or even "the System".
er!" Maura in layout yells to me.
As for the high school party aspect of
. Sadly, I suppose, anecdotes like Loudness, I'm referring to a preponderthese simply don't happen at the ance of vomiting young adults.As a point
Echo. I write my columns at least five of clarification, the stereotypical
days in advance, usually, in some American suburban high school party I
dark corner of AMS without the same am referringto is distinctly from the film
encouragement from my editors.
"Can'tHardly Wait"There are kids pukSo, back to Loudness, which is old ing everywhere and everyone is too
to you all, but still rather recent to me afraid to call an ambulance because they
with my journalism time. When asked don't want to get into trouble with the
by a friend about how Loudness went, law.Someone is bound to get hurt.
I explained that it was a mixture of the
The question that will hopefully
doomed
remain on
¦
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mind this
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and a raumorning
cous high
is:
will
schoo1
any of last
party.
weekend
I felt
actually
t h i s
matter?
description suited the two evenings well. Tomorrow, and tonight even, when
First, imagine that on Friday night the Weekend's cycle of parties
we replace Pete Francis with a rowdy begins, will we all be a little bit more
bunch of Hells Angels. Next, replace careful? My hope is that the lack of
the student with whom Pete Francis whiny singer-songwriters performing
tussled with a large mob of strung- on campus will allow the campus to
out hippies. If any reader is not quiet down just enough to avoid givfamiliar with Altamont, know only ing the Waterville police cause for
that Hells Angels and strung-out hip- stopping by. Then, maybe we can all
pies mix about as well as sodium return to the kind of music Colby is
(Na) and water (H20). If one were all about: hard-core booty rap.
feeling creative, he or she could also

ADVENTURES1N
OUTER SPACE

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C. W. Bassett

it all right when he built his fall,
spring and winter camp on a chilly hill
in vibrant Waterville, Me. After all,
anyone who refuses lo accept the
Colby way of life is in turn deny ing
reality and will end up like
Pumpkinfacehcad. Prospering is pretty easy, reall y, in Colbytopia, Just
have some fun , get letters for grades
and as a reward, you get to eat at the
buffet , drink free beer at Utopia spon-

Last week the opinion writers on
the Echo staff sent some rather mixed
messages about diversity in its many
manifestations at Colby to the audience of the first real edition of the
2003-04 year. Disagreements Over the
very nature of diversity per se encouraged some bickering. Still, I guess no
one would oppose the concept of having a more "diverse" student body at
the College; once here, those
"diverse" students should be treated
with respect by their peers.
A proposition like that is really very
difficult to oppose with any vigor,
though a variety of sources (including
this newspaper) indicate that all students do not feel fully respected here.
And because Colby is a small campus,
and the truth will out here rather quickly, isolated incidents of anti-diverse
behavior make news regularly. Like
last week's column: I thought I was
making up a mythical "Rocks for
Jocks" course, but I used an actual
course number at Colby. Hey, Geology
131 isn't really "Rocks for Jocks."
Now, we all dislike some others.
I've been here close to 35 years, and
sure as hell, I've disliked lots of people, who in turn have loathed me.
Disagreement, however, doesn't have
to be correlated with disagreeable.
Clearly, you (and a covey of your
compatriots) can disagree with, say,
Smedley. You can even attempt to
subvert Smedley's power base in the
institutional hierdrchy!' *' ''
- But you can 't do it by calling
Smedley a "faggot" or a "nigger" or a
"kike" or a "slope." You all know lots
more of these epithets, so I won't
rehearse them. You don't use these
words ANYWHERE in a disagreement, no matter what. "Winning" that
way invokes Nazism.
I am here reminded of Nick Adams
in Hemingway's "Big Two-Hearted
River." Shell-shocked in World War I,
Nick seeks the solitude of unsullied
nature, even when he finds that no
nature remains entirely pure. Nick has
come to fish , to "reattach" himself in
some way to his roots.
But if it's trout he really wants,
why not simply drop a grenade in the
pool? Bang, whoosh, and lots of dead
trout ready for, the frying pan. Nick
knows, and so do you, that using a
grenade isn 't fair. No tight end pulls a
.45 and neither does Drew Bledsoe,
no matter what he does to the Patriots.
From time immemorial , we are taught
to "fight fair."
Now everyone knows that "fighting fair" is more dream than reality.
Men and women fi ght fair as little as
they possibly can. They take steroids.
They bum crosses. They arc the bullies, the thugs , the Storm Troopers—
physicall y or v( erball y—of any
dispute; they demonize -their opponents, and then anything is "fair."
Think of yourself as a trout in

Continucd on Page 6

Continued on Page 6

Dr. Strangelove, or how I learned to
stop worrying about life and vomit, and
love Colby 's false- sense of securi ty
leave my second floor bedroom, which
1 had declared the "Top of the Hill"
and, as such, the only fitting place to
hang out, party, drink, fornicate, urinate and percolate. In addition to this,
By Matt Morrison
they cited my inability to dress in summer clothing, want to eat only Roast
I was home for the summer, living Pork Chimmichurri and have a habit of
with my family, again. Once the saying "beep, beep"
sweet suburbs had lost their thrilling upon entering any
enchantment, I had never felt so utter- doorway as sharp realy lost.
sons for decline in my
My bedroom TV did not have cable. state of tubular-ity.
Why did my bedroom TV not have the
Well, my accused
magic cable that com es from the indolence divided the
magic wall that also gives boys and family too, and soon
girls magic Internet access? I didn 't tempers began to flare.
have a job and I wondered why people Perhaps annoyed by
made such a big deal of working at my regular vomiting
these famed "places". My only duties sessions that I refused
are to go to class most of the time to leave the bedroom
when it is scheduled and to drink for and would freThursday, Friday, and Saturday quently blame on the
nights," I said to myself. Since classes dog, Mom threw my
are not scheduled now, I am fulfilling little shaggy critter out
my duties, This caused a lot of tension of the house. Quite
among my famil y, particularl y my upset, I left with my
mother who possessed some sadly p u p p y ,
misdirected notion that people my age Pumpkinfacehcad. Unable to stand the
are supposed to "work" to make torment of my aggravating kin , [decided
"money" for things and to slay "sober" to cohabitate platonieally with P-fuce in
for "church." I responded that I was a shed that Home Depot arbitraril y
perfectly self-sufficient as it was, that deemed unlivablc.
Homeless, friendless and braless, 1
my ID card properl y entitled me lo
three meals of limitless nourishment a packed up my bags and headed , quite
clay and that she should get her ass logicall y, to the Phili ppines, in search
of a new religion that could restore my
downstairs to the counter to scan it.
To make matters worse, my friends lost faith in humanity. After traveling
made a conscious effort to hate me. thousands, of miles to find only borSupposedly, the old pals were slightl y ing, psalmy Catholicism , I was tired.
perturbed by my staunch refusal to Pumpkinfacehcad was dead. The

Disagreements,
criticisms and a ,45

quest failed, and all I experienced on
the journey was a renewed interest in
denying the existence of poverty arid
other gag inducing squalor.
Thus, as I realized that soul-searching expeditions were for dumbheads
and George Harrisons, I also resigned
myself to the fact that Mr. Colby had

Students on the Street
What activity did you want to see at the activities f air?

"The Sam Weeks fan club ,"

—Clifton Mlard '04J , Matt Birchby '06

"A ping pong club."
-- Ml a Cstkesz 'O7Msa Helxtrom '07

"Meet and greet with Bro Adams and Pedro."
.

-qharlie Hale '06

"The Wednesday night Champs club/'

—Katie Lucca '06 and Nicole Wesson '06

Which Democratic President
hopefu l will be the right one for you?
By MATT BUSCH

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Colby, do you lie awake at night
wondering which democratic hopeful is more qualified to receive your
vote and the illustrious honor of losing to Bush come Nov., 2004? With
so many candidates in the fray, this
author puts Colby students' understanding merely at being pretty sure
they dort't take classes at Electoral
College and thus, this easy primer
aims to take the thinking out of
choosing a candidate for you.
I begin with those students who
associate dining at Foss with a religious experience and can be seen
making the pilgrimage all the way
from frat row to this culinary Mecca
come hell, high water or ridiculously
large crowds of frosh dining dilettantes. For these, the choice is that
Vermontian with a speech impediment, Howard Dean. Dean's primary
allure is to those who utilize their biannual armpit shaving ritual as
avenue to weave an eco-conscious
sweater. What's more is that Dean
stands for those who feel as if the
bodacious Bush sisters and their
equally buxom beer bellies are the
only political figures for them. This,
because Dean's son, Paul , was
embroiled in an elaborate operation
to steal beer from the Burlington
Country Club. Safe to say that we all
have engaged in our own fair share
of this type of activity while at
Colby, Dean is the paternal figure we
never had, but drunkenly pined for.
Joe Lieberman manages to appeal
to the small minority at Colby that

WhO WantS Cake

wouldn't jump at the chance to steal
alcohol. The consummate Lieberman
voter is the student whose roommates utterly hate him, yet continue
to inexplicably enter the housing lottery with them. Armed with the ultra
annoying habit of quavering intensely whenever he talks, this student
holds grudges against loud music,
"substances" and the general pursuit
of happiness.
It is safe to venture that everyone
has seen the student who amazing-

Dean 's primary
allure is to those
who utilize their
biannual armpit
shaving ritual as
avenue to weave
an eco-conscious
sweater.
ly manages to mystically materialize
on the steps of Miller, with several
days of bed-head, screaming incoherently about the. rights of tofu and
the archaic social system it promotes
in order to launch a hunger strike of
major food groups (except tofu). The
candidate for this free radical? None
other than the venerable and utterly
non-marginalized Al Sharpton.
Dick Gephardt, senator of the nondescript, represents the vote of the
student who no one ever knows by
name. Walking across campus you're

vaguely confident that you've
encountered this phantom before, but
you cannot recall a single distinctive
feature. Trying to make contact with
said figure will not assuage your
problem as you will instantly sink
into an even deeper sleep than that
induced by the verbiage of the
always-cagey Bro Adams.
.- What would the campaign be to
Colby without a token diversity candidate? Thus, through the physical
form of Carol Mqsley-Braun, all your
prayers (and especially those wet
dreams) have been answered by some
higher power. Unfortunately, it will be
a decade before anyone takes her seriously.
Despite the striking similarities
that the above candidates share with
the general populous here at Colby,
the candidate that I see as the one for
Colby is John Kerry. Based on the
fact that he hails from "just outside
Boston," the same as virtually the
entire student body, Kerry represents
all those whose entire wardrobe consists of clothing that bears some "sort
of animal over the breast pocket and
whose only defining attribute is that
squinty inability to see beyond their
own cool.
Now that I've written this article it
occurs to me, however* that the
majority of you, just to damn the
Echo, affirm free will and avoid the
evil stereotypes that only permeate
the world outside our campus, will
most likely vote for Bush. Either that
or the secret write-in candidate for
the advancement of facial hair (and
there is a lot on campus) Albert Gore.

By Steven A. Weinberg

BASSETT: Im stillindisagreement...
Continued from Page 5
Hemingway 's wilderness. You
might strike the fisherman 's lure ,
but you fight for your life with all
the might and fri ght that you have.
And—a fair number of times—you
win. The light is fair, even though
an explosive could annihilate you
and all of your "friends. "
But how would the bomber live
with himself? He 'd say that he doesn 't have to play by the rules because

he MAKE S the rules? That 's sheer
pride, the worst of the "sins," the
temptation to play God (and you
don 't even have to believe in God to
play God). You can try to change the
rules—fairl y—but the rules are for
everyone , especially you. Smedley
is Smedley; he may be wrong, but
he 's not wrong because he 's a
"spick" or a "Polack, "
To acknowledge diversity is to play
fair. Try it.

MORRISON: land
Pumpkinheadf ace
Continued from Page 5
sored events, play some sports, join
some clubs, write some trash and you
can even dance (if you want to).
And the good thing about Utopias is
that, well, I heard from this guy, who
heard from me, who heard from my
mom, who heard from me, that "Utopia"
means: we don't ever end.

Response to concern
over modified hours

This week the Echo asked Colby students to react to the new
Health Center hours. Here are some responses:

MEDICALADVICEFROM GARRISON
HEALTHCEMTER
By MelanieThompson, MP, MPH

Despite the change in hours, Colby
students will still be able to get excellent health care. Twenty-fourhour care
is a luxury, not a right. Ninety percent
of other colleges, seven of the 11 other
NESCAC schools somehow manage.
When Colby asked for outside
help/consultation from experts in college health, we were assured that at
other schools which have had to close
or chosen to close their overnight care,
students were able to cope quite well.
Community Emergency Departments
did not collapse. Students didn't fail
more classes. Epidemics did not decimate college populations. Admissions
did not drop.

Twenty-four hour
care is a luxury,
not a right. Ninety
percent of other
colleges.. .somehow
manage.
.. The Colby Administration has gone
to great lengths to fill^ny void that students may experience with this inconvenient, perceived "gap" in care.
Please see our web page or call x3402,
if you need help getting medical care
or advice.
The comment in the Echo editorial
of Sept. 4 that "students do not want to
have to deal with the law" is immature
and unrealistic. This isn't Camp
Colby. You're "big" now and you have
to act "big." That includes "dealing
with the law" when you do unlawful
things and .taking,enough care, of yourself to not end up needing emergency
care every weekend.
Above are the opinions of Dr.
Thompson and do not represent Health
Center or Colby policy.
Important clarification from the last
Echo article: the Colby Health Center
is still "the gatekeeper," that is, the way
to correctly access your student insurance:
All full-time students are insured by
a 12-month accident and sickness
insurance plan. To activate the insurance, students must be seen at the
Health Center during regular hours or
get a phone consultation (x3402) by
the triaging nurse before having any
work done at the hospital or before
seeing an outside consultant. When
students are away from school or
unable to get to the Health Center,
treatment may be secured at the nearest hospital and the receipt sent to the
Colby Health Center within 30 days.
This treatment may be subject to a $25
deductible per claim if a patient goes
without a referral from the Health
Center nurse/lntellicare nurse. The
deductible may be waived if you come
to report the visit to the Health Center
office on the next working day.
Questions about insurance may be
directed to Susan Lelian at x3512,
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Digesting the
news
On the morning of Sept. 4, 1 received, as most Colby students did,
a letter from our Dean of Students Janice A. Kassman. Here, she outlined the hew policies of our now crippled health service. While I am
mildly sympathetic to the staffing problems this college has been having, I was disappointed to see that our dean of students finds it acceptable to lower the quality of student life because other colleges have
determined it acceptable as well. While it may be permissible to use
other NESCAC schools as examples when trying to improve Colby,
I find appalling that we would look to others to just ify compromising
the safely of pur students.
NickMalick '05
The new Health Center hours are putting students ' health at risk.
An obvious reason for concern is alcohol-related problems. Last year,
students who got too drunk could spend the ni ght sobering up in the
Health Center and get alcohol counseling. If students know their only
option now is the hospital, it's likely that students who need care
won't get it. Most would not call 911 for their friends because they'd
think sending someone to the hospital was too drastic an action to
take. That's a direct danger to students on this campus. Health Center
hours should be adjusted around when students most need the services. Colby needs to do what it can to help and protect its students.
Julia Malkin '06
I think that the trustees should give up enough money to staff the
Health Center. The reason that I feel this way is not to help out the
idiots who get so drunk that they need medical attention, but I think
that if a student actually gets sick on the weekend or at night, they
should be able to get immediate medical attention.
Sam Poland '04
I'm happy to say that in three and a half years I have never been so
drunk that a trip to the Health Center was required. But I know many
other people that have benefited greatly from the former 24/7 service.
It is a disservice on the part of the Colby administration to end roundthe-clock health services and is presupaptuous of them to think any
student would believe "budget limitations" or "lack or available nurses" are legitimate reasons for the closure. Sitting on several hundred
million dollars one might think that an administrator could make it
more appealing to potential nurses by offering them what's fair. What
do you think the college would think about using more money on
health services and less on keeping the grass green?
Conor Beliveau '04
Being a first-year, this year will bring me numerous experiences,
many^trialsiand.evea More errors. I no longer have my parentj s^o ^TMt:
to if I find myself in trouble. Where do I go if I get the flu on the
weekend? If I go to a party and drink too much? If I fall down the
stairs of Dana?
I realize the shortage of nurses in the Health Center is the reason
for the new hours, but wouldn't it be more logical to have the shorter hours during the week when students are less likely to get themselves into trouble?
Amanda Lee James '07
These printed responses are a sample of other, similar, student opinions submitted to the Echo.
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this week
THURSDAY, SEPT. 11

By EMMA McCANDLESS

• Queer Tea
4:00 pm
Mary Low Coffeehouse
i« 9/11 Memorial Service
Lorimei Chapel
• SGA Film: The Matrix Reloaded
9:30 p.m.
¦
Arey OOS
FRIDAY, SEPT. 12

Gavin Degraw^ and' Pete^ Franc/sfeic/j o^ ^3// Xoacf/iess

.,

• International Coffee Hour
4:30 -<i p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• Career Cafe
Career Services Office
• Brown Couch
8:00 pm
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• SGA Film: The Matrix Reloaded
7 and 9:30 p.m.
Arey 005
SATURDAY, SEPT. 13
•SGA Film: The MatrixReloaded
7 and 9:30 p.m.
Arey OOS

A&EEDITOR

t
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Loudness started off with a bang and
lived up to its name last weekend, featuring a high-energy concert headlined
by Pete Francis, former bass player of
the popular band Dispatch.
Opening for Francis was up-andcomer Gavin Degraw. Social
Programming Board president Mary
Biggins '05 described Degraw as "perhaps one of the biggest rising stars in the
music industry today." In an ali-campus
email announcing the event, Biggins
said that Degraw and his band have
recently been featured on the Late Show
with David Letterman and in People
Magazine as "one of the top talents to
watch out for in the coming year."
Degraw's performance, for the most
part, lived up to his reputation and
hype. Degraw-played for about an hour,
during the course of which he demonstrated a variety of musical styles, ranging from mellow love ballads to louder,
livelier rock selections. In addition to
being a talented vocalist, Degraw also
played the keyboard and guitar for several of his numbers, showing that he is
a man of many talents. .
Despite a lukewarm reception from

New chairman plans
exciting fall schedule for
Mary Low Goffeehouse

the Colby audience, Degraw delivered
an extremely enthusiastic and charismatic, performance. He never stopped
smiling while onstage and seemed genuinely excited to be performing.
Underlying every number was a soulful
passion for his music that Degraw
couldn't help but exude. Unfortunately
for both Degraw and the audience, his
performance lasted longer than necessary, and before long, all his songs started to blend together, losing the unique
energy that had characterized them earlier on.
Following Degraw, Pete Francis
took the stage, bringing a new level of
energy to the evening. Francis began by
performing songs from his debut solo
album, "Untold," As a solo artist,
Francis has a dynamic, quality sound,
but it was clear that the audience had
come for the Dispatch music with
which they are acquainted, and were
largely unfamiliar with JFrancis' independent songs.
Francis' performance was certainly
high-quality and very entertaining, but
it was clear that he has not yet totally let
go of his Dispatch roots. He included
Dispatch's "Cany You," in his set and
even a good percentage of his own

New curator Corwin seeks to reenergize art museum

according to a release from Art
Museum Network News.
A & E EDITOR
Corwin also has big plans for rejufrom a different region of the world
venating the Colby museum now that
By EMMA McCANDLESS
A&EEDITOR
will be shown.
When most students think of the she's arrived on campus. She is
"I've watched a lot of late-night Colby College Museum of Art, they beginning by bringing a new and
Since its renovation last year, the
think of Alex Katz and early American innovative show to Colby in
Mary Low Coffeehouse has become
portraits. However, Sharon Corwin, November. The exhibit, "Memorial
increasingly popular as both a stuthe newly-arrived museum curator, Project Vietnam," is an underwater
dent hangout and a concert and perhopes to change all that.
video presentation featuring Chinese
formance venue. This year the
"I really want to explore new dragons by Vietnamese-Japanese
Coffeehouse schedule will be orgamedias and extend the parameters of artist Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba. "It's a
nized and overseen by Thomas
what people think when they think of very haunting and beautiful presentaRogers •>04."' "" > •- <¦— ¦ ¦-.'¦••' • "¦> ¦
the museum," Corwin said.
tion," Corwin said.
; Corwin comes to Colby from the
Rogers plans to focus the schedule
Corwin hopes the NguyenUniversity of California at Berkeley, Hatsushiba exhibit will be the beginmore heavily on concerts and musical performances than in previous
where she received her doctorate in ning of lively new tradition for the
years. "I think the biggest draw to the
art history in>2001. Her focus for the Colby museum. "I'm looking at
Coffeehouse is always the concerts,"
degree was on 20th century implementing an emerging artist prohe said.
American art. For the past two years, gram that will be featured every fall,"
Rogers said that this year the
Corwin worked as a faculty fellow Corwin said. "This exhibit will hopeCoffeehouse will feature fewer perfor the art history department at fully be a sort of kickoff for that."
formances, but bigger name bands
Berkeley and also worked as a curaCorwin 's overall vision for the
Tom Rogers '04
than in the past. "We're going to put
tor for the art museum there.
museum
meshes perfectly with that
Coffeehouse Chair
more money into [the perforOne of the shows that Corwin put of Daniel Rosenfeld, Carolyn
mances]," Rogers said, "and hopetogether for the Berkeley museum Muzzy Director of the Colby
fully draw more people over the movies with people in the will follow her to Colby this spring, College Museum of Art. "[Corwin
course of the semester."
Coffeehouse," Rogers said of his she said. The show is entitled and I] are both very interested in
The bands that will be performing inspiration for the film festival. "I "Exhibiting Signs of Age," and fea- making the museum a vital resource
at the Coffeehouse this semester range thought it might be a popular idea."
tures a number of images "that for students across the curriculum ,"
from a jazz saxophone duo to the
Among the films slated to be explore the perception and represen- Rosenfeld said.
Addison Groove Project, a six-mem- shown this semester are the tation of age, ranging from common
To that end, Corwin has two new
ber exploratory rock band, Rogers Australian hit "Rabbit Proof Fence," stereotypes to frank self-portraiture," programs in mind for the museum
said. Also playing this semester will the Irish comedy "Waking Ned
be Northern Lights, a well-known Devine," the Argentinean film
bluegrass band that has recorded with "Nueve Reinas" and the Indian
Allison Kraus, and the semester's first favorite "Monsoon Wedding."
highlight , Brown Couch.
A second film-related event to be
They started out as a Yale a cap- held in the Coffeehouse this semester
pella group," Rogers said of Brown will be a Latin-American film festiCouch. "They 've become really big val. Like the international film festiamong college venues now." Rogers val, this event will be biweekly. The
dominated by excellent cuts that give
By EMMA McCANDLESS
described the band as having "a films shown will deal with Latinan interesting and often amusing perA&E EDITOR
Dave Matthews/Guster/Dispatch American culture.
spective to the story. But perhaps the
kind of sound." The band will play
In addition to these special events,
It is rare to find a movie that is at most deli ghtful feature of "Le
on Sept, 12 and will be accompanied Rogers said, perennial favorites such once an entertaining comedy and a Divorce" is the cast.
by a perennial Colby favorite—a Pad as Pequod reading, Powder and powerful drama. "Le Divorce," howHudson and Watts arc both stellar
Thai dinner.
Wig's Playtime series and the ever- ever, is such a film. Now showing at in their roles. The pair play sisters
Another exciting series that will popular Folk Night will continue to the Railroad Square Cinema in perfectly—not only do their appearbe featured at die Coffeehouse this be featured in the Coffeehouse. "The Waterville, this innovative outing ances resemble each other, but their
year is an international film festival. usual favorites will all keep going," from director James Ivory combines onscreen chemistry is such that it is
Every other Monday night, a film Rogers said.
top-rate eomedy with tense and hon- easy to believe that the two share a
sisterly bond. The scenes in which
est drama.
the
two advise, protect and take care
Diane
Based on the novel by
Johnson, the film deals with the lives of each other are the most touching
and adventures of two American sis- moments in the entire film,
ters, Isabel and Roxy, living in con- Individuall y, Hudson proves once
temporary Paris. Isabel, played to again her ability to bring both depth
perfection by Kate Hudson, moves in or character and a blithe sense of
with her pregnant and soon-to-be- humor to a role, while Watts brings a
divorced sister Roxy (Naomi Watts). tender sensitivity to her role that is
The events that unfold from that truly moving.
Hudson and Watts are supported by a
point center around issues of love,
talented cast featuring many well-known
life and family.
LAUREL OAIlUD/rUE
The first half of the film features actors in small, but crucial roles. Stockard
The Coffeehouse in Mary Low will host a number of new events:.
most of the more light-hearted , Channing is particularly wonderful as
comedic aspects, as Isabel adjusts to Isabel and Roxy's mother. Her few lines
life in France and Roxy deals with are all delivered with Channing's tradeher impeccably-mannered , gold-dig- mark blend oi'light sarcasmand real emoging in-laws . Later, as both the tion. Also excellent are Matthew Modine
drama of Roxy 's divorce and Isabel's as a psychologically troubled American
increasingly complicated love life abroad and Glenn Close as n famous
intensify, Ihe film begins to take writer who befriendsIsabel and Roxy.
"Le Divorce" is first-rate enteritself more seriously.
The script is superbly written, fea- tainment on many levels. Not only is
turing dialogue that is at once witty it an extremely insightful commenand insightful. In addition , the film is tary on the differences between
By EMMA McCANDLESS

We're going to
put more money
into the performances and
hopefully draw
more people
over the course
of the semester."

"I really want to
explore new
medias and
extend the parameters of what
people think
when they think
of the museum."
Sharon Corwin
Art Museum Curator

that she has already begun to work
towards implementing. The first is an
independent study program that will
give Colby students the opportunity
to do research on works in the museum and then put their work forward
in a series of lunchtime presentations
on campus.
"I'm excited about it," Corwin
said. "It's a good way to connect the
museum with the rest of campus and
the community through students. We
want to enable Colby students to
offer information about the works

Sharon Corwin.,

1AUREI GABLER/THE . COLBY ECHO

here to the museum's different constituencies."
Corwin is also planning to put together
a student advisory committee for the
museum. "It will be a way to have more
student input in the workingsof the museum," she said. For both these new programs, Corwin is working in conjunction
with the art and art history departments.
More than anything, Corwin wants to
see Colby students from all departments
taking advantage of what she sees as their
museum."I'd love it if, for example, biology majors could come in and find something that speaks to them," she said. "I
want to make the museum relevant to
a range of disciplines. That 's my primary goal."

Comedy and drama mingle in the City of Lights:

"Le Divorce " proves an entertaining and profound film for all audiences

(
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"La Divorce " is a smart, sassy comedy with many dramatic moments.

French and American social cus- m "just another chick flick ," "Le
toms, it is also a light-hearted look at Divorce" is worth a go for everyone,
love and culture shock and a tense a highly entertaining and well-done
and touching drama about family film that is not to be missed.
and life. Although easily written off

CD Review

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS
Jessica Sattler '05

"Lusitania, " Fairweather
ferent kind of development that is
found on all of the album's tracks.
None of the verses are ever played
the same way twice. Each time
Fairweather revisits a verse, they
manage to either add or subtract a
certain element of the song, which
increases dramatic effect.
On "Silent Hunter," the second
verse features beautifully arranged
background vocals^that were absent
the first time and which accent the
verse.
On "Letter of Intent," the second
verse is a complete opposite from
the first. The first verse is utter
chaos, a wall of sound full of driving guitar, but the second verse is
entirely stripped down and features
just drums, bass and rhythm guitar.
One thing that Fairweather has
always done well is to use varied
breakdowns to make their songs
more interesting to listen to7 Expect
more of the same on the new
record, with certain songs like the
title track having as many as four
breakdowns. Most bands don't use
more than one breakdown in thensong, if that, but Fairweather continues to .amaze in this respect, and
the effect never grows old. Most of
these breaks contain variations on
previously played themes, but one
of the breaks on "Letter of Intent"
uses a completely new bassline that
is more funk than punk. Backed by

By TODD OLMSTED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As punk music becomes more
and more mainstream and diverse,
many bands are finding it difficultto
break out of the mold that has been
set for them by pop-punk acts such
as Good Charlotte and Blink 182.
Fairweather could have fit that mold
nicely by holding onto the style they
played on their debut album, "...if
they move, kill them." However, the
band proves their musicianship as
well as their versatility by making
tremendous headway on their new
release, ''Lusitania."
The album, which contains 13
excellent tracks, shows that the
band has matured a great deal since
their debut. The organic nature of
the songs reveals a classical songwriting process that is rare in rock
music. Each song is fully developed, exploring several variations
on multiple themes.
The songs feature one or two
main guitar themes that repeat in
different capacities throughout the
song. For example, on "Silent
Hunter," the introduction features a
main riff of ascending arpeggios.
About three minutes into the song,
after an intense climax, the riff
comes back in half time.
This song also showcases a dif-

By EMMA McCANDLESS
;

music had a distinctly Dispatch-like
sound to it. It seems that Francis is striving to find his own sound while still
staying close to the music that first
brought him fame. His audience didn't
seem to mind, however, and the cover
of "Carry You" was accompanied by an
enthusiastic audience sing-along.
Francis, like Degraw, announced

that he was excited to be performing at
Colby, but unlike Degraw, his enthusiasm did not seem so genuine. An incident involving a water-gun and an
unknown audience member early in the .
set revealed a more temperamental and
diva-like side to Francis. He and the
rest of the audience were only phased
for a moment however, and the excitement for the music, never waned.
The Francis concert was unfortunate-

¦

, "No matter what part of the
show Pm working on, I know the
kind of intensity that goes into it,"
said Jess Sattler '05. An art history major and theater and dance
minor, Sattler is a familiar face in
Colby theater and has been
involved in all aspects of campus
productions since her first year.
Sattler's introduction to Colby
theater came in her first year,
when she participated in the first
year study-abroad program in
London. "I applied to go on the
program," Sattler said, "and I'm
really glad I did it, because now I
can go abroad for art and still
have had the London theater
experience."
After arriving on campus in the
spring of her first year, Sattler
immediately got involved in theater. She played a small role in
¦ "
' ' " ¦
'
Powder and Wig's production of Jess Sattler '05 is a woman. ' of. many. talents.. , y . LAUREL GABLER/THE COLBY ECJIO
"Wait Until Dark." "I think I had
five lines," Sattler said of the part, lot of physical theater," she said. textiles and cloth. It's a thankless
"but it was a good start."
"All the objects are mostly mimed, job sometimes, but it's an imporSince then, Sattler has acted in and they're about four times larger tant part of the show. It's my
the theater department's "Raised in than in real life. The show is all favorite backstage thing, by. far."
Captivity," stage-managed Powder about being over the top.''
Sattler noted that her work in
and Wig's "12 Angry Men" and
In addition to acting, Sattler has costuming will serve her well as
designed costumes for Dinner a great deal of experience working she works on "Man of the Mode,"
Theater 's inaugural production , behind the scenes on theatrical as the show is "about clothing in
"Fools."
productions. She was a student some ways," she said. "It's really
Currently, Sattler is participat- worker in the theater department's fun for me to be .in this show about
ing in the theater and dance depart- scene shop during her first year clothing."
ment's upcoming production of and as a sophdmore, and currently
Sattler will travel to Rome this
"Man of the Mode," which will works for Adjunct Associate spring to spend a semester studyfeature a cast of 13. "We're still an Professor of Theater and Dance ing Baroque and Byzantine art, as
ensemble cast right now," Sattler Jim Thurston as his research assis- well as photography and Italian.
said. "The neatest thing right now tant in design.
"I'm really excited about that,"
But the area of theater work that she said, "being able to go abroad
is the group cast work we're
most appeals to Sattler is costume and focus on art." Undoubtedly
doing." ""' ¦' :.
Sattler said she's excited about design
however, Colby theater will be
the challenges posed by the play.
"I love the costume stuff," she eagerly awaiting the return of their
"There's a lot of improvisation, a said. "I love the history of it, the newest renaissance woman.

Fairweather
Lusitania
handclaps, it shows the band's ability to create from the ground up.
Fairweather pushes the limits of
punk even further on the first track,
"Derivative Opener," which begins
with a synthesized effect that
sounds like wind blowing, backed
by three- part vocal harmonies.
From front to back , the
album itself is stunning. The
distance this young band has
traveled musically since their
debut is remarkable , and the
record has one small indication
that the best is yet to come. At
the end • of the track , "Mercer
Island ," one of the band members says, almost inaud .ibl y,
"We could get it better."

FRANCIS: ex-DispatchmemberrockstheHilltokickoffLoudness
Continued from Page 7

' A&E EDItOR

ly forced to end early, due to complaints
from the surrounding community about
the noise echoing from Mayflower Hill
which led to an impromptu appearance
by the Waterville police. However, the
lively and dynamic performances by
both Degraw and Francis stand for themselves as quality entertainment and
promises of a highly entertaining programming schedule from SPB this year.
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And we wonderwhy Dr. Philsays we re fat

EMTHE SPREAD
By Cliff White

When Colby kids can t play sports
themselves, there is nothing that they
enjoy more, save the occasional
warm, free keg of Natty, than kicking
back and watching sports on TV. I
wish I had been sick this weekend, so
I would have had an excuse for staying in my cave of a dorm room during the two glorious late summer
days we had. Instead, I just felt guilty.
Between U.S. Tennis Open going
into hyper-drive to make up for lost
days due to rain, the beginning of the
N.F.L. season and early games in
college football, four great division
races in Major League Baseball and,
of course, the WNBA playoffs, I
think I set a record for most consecutive hours of television watched in
a weekend.

There was so
much to watch
on TV this weekend, I started to
use my garbage
can as a
makeshift bedpan.
There was so much to watch on
TV this weekend, I started to use my
garbage can as a makeshift bedpan.
When I ordered from WHOP, I asked
if they could deliver to my fire
jescape. I had my roommate shout
updates of tennis scores to me in the
bathroom down the hall when I went
to take a shower. And later, when he
came .home with a hook-up, I refused
to vacate the room, and we argued
until the girl wandered off and we
watched baseball together.
I think the Sunday Yanks-Sox
game was the highlight of the weekend. My feelings of joy that the
Yankees salvaged what had been a
terrible series for them, was secondary to the fact that just about

.'

every Boston fan was watching the
game, since the Patriots were nosediving against the Lawyer Milloy-led
Buffalo Bills.
Still, the Yankees have a lot of
work to do before they sure up the
American League East To give due
credit to Boston, who looked as
dazed as a first year last week when
they were seven games back, they are
now playing like a team on a mission.
If this brings any pleasure to Red Sox
supporters, Yankee fans are actually
worried about winning the division
this year. My prediction? New York
wins the division, but Boston takes
the wild card. But what really got me
was the announcers on NESN—
Boston's "flagship" station. They
were the epitome of bad. It was the
most biased, partial announcing I've
ever heard. Every close call (and
some not-so-close) that went the
Yankees way was, to them, a blown
call. I couldn't believe how bitter
they were. It was as if the station had
pulled two bums out of the bleachers
and thrown them into the announcers' booth, obnoxious accents and all.
I think that the announcers are a
major reason as to why Boston fans
are so twisted. They are righteous
and always take criticism of their
teams as a personal affront. But more
on that at a later time...I just remembered that I'm trying to build a reader base with my first article, and
offending everyone on campus
except for the three other people
from outside of Massachusetts is not
the best way to do that.
So what of the rest of the weekend's outcomes? My heartthrob
Justine Henin-Hardenne won the
U.S. Open championship, along with
the overrated American whiner Andy
Roddick taking the men's division.
During his semifinal match with
Argentinian David Nalbandian, he
argued a call that was clearly correct
with the chair umpire, he turned,
mid-sentence, shouted the word,
"Water," in an irritated tone to the
nearest ball boy, and continued his
argument. He grabbed the water
from the obviously frightened attendant without so much as a backward
glance, and slouched dejectedly in
his chair as another assistant held an
umbrella over his head to block the
sun. So much for tennis being a 'gentlemen's game,'
Now that I'm feeling sufficiently
lethargic after this past weekend's
coach potato performance* Pm going
to go outside arid get some exercise.
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By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

Recent changes in the Alfond
Athletic Center include the addition
of five new fitness machines and
new restrictions concerning use of
the climbing wall.
Two treadmills and three cross
trainers will soon become new additions to the Alfond Fitness Center.
The new cross trainers will replace
outdated machines, while the total
number of treadmills will increase to
six due to high demand. The new
equipment will add to the 27 pieces
of aerobic equipment that are currently in place.
"We purchase equipment based on
trends in the industry," Adjunct
Associate Professor of Physical

We want our
equipment to
be user-friendly
to all demographics. We're
trying to meet
the needs of
the Colby community.
Edward Mestieri

Adjunct Associate Professor of '
Physical Education and Athletics

Education and Athletics Edward
Mestieri said.
According to Mestieri, the goal of
the facility is to decrease the number
of step machines while increasing
the number of other, more popular
aerobic implements.
We want our equipment to be
user-friendly to all demographics."
Mestieri said. "We're trying to meet
the ever-changing needs of the
Colby community. We have that in
mind with anything that we pur-

chase."
The fitness center is regularly
updated; by next year, no piece of
equipment will be more than four
years old.
In order to accommodate the
community's varying schedules the
center is open 7:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m. Monday through Thursday,
7:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m. Friday and
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday.
The expense to keep the facility in
top condition and to maintain the
extensive operating hours displays "a
major commitment on the part of the
College to everyone's well-being,"
Mestieri said. "We have one of the
best facilities in the State of Maine,"
he continued.
However, the largest problem is
•keeping the facility clean, according to Mestieri. High-traffic , combined with inhospitable Maine
weather can wreak havoc on the
aerobic equipment and make the
floor slick, causing safety hazards.
Three student employees are
responsible for keeping the fitness
center clean. All users are asked to
bring a change of shoes at fall's end
to facilitate this process. Mestieri
will announce when this change
will occur at a later date.
New safety procedures, issued by
the Security Department, concerning the climbing wall are in effect
this year. In order to use the climbing wall, only those who have adequate training and experience will
have access to a key to a storage
room where climbing equipment is
stored.
Those who wish to join the list
should
contact
the
Colby
Mountaineering Club co-presidents
Erik Lambert '04 and Alex Telis
'05, or the club's faculty advisor,
Russell Johnson, associate professor of biology. However, any student may use the shorter bouldering
wall. To ensure safety procedures
are followed, the climbers will be
watched by athletic center monitors
by video surveillance.

SOCCER: HussongoesWoodsmen
down;Colbylooksto
followwithBates

Devastator of the Week
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Adrieme LeCladr *05
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LeClair started the 2003 season off with a bang of the game-winning
kind. She lifted the Colby field hockey team past Plymouth State
University Sept. 6 with an overtime goal. She scored with 2:18 remaining
in the game,.This goal marks the first of her collegiate career, though she
has many assists on record. LeClair, a forward, is known for her ability to
¦ " '; • .
bring the ball upfteld and create scoring opportunities.
¦

¦
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iominateiheuutchlearnsin the' Netherlands'
league
fofessionalwomen's basketball
Continued from Page 10
Game time, too, is different and
notably shorter. Fifteen-minute quarters in the NESCAC became tenminute quarters abroad, but games
still last only 40 minutes. And
although they've had only a few
games so f a ,r Walsh expects that her
playing time will not be lacking.
"I've been playing almost 40 minutes a game. I think I'll play quite a
bit. Both Americans are starting centers. They bring Americans here to
score and to win games."
Last weekend the team traveled to
Germany—travel which, Walsh says,
is typical during preseason and exhi-

bition time. During the season, however, they stay in the Netherlands and
play only Dutch teams^-competition,
which, her teammates tell her, will be
challenging.
"My teammates; say everyone's
pretty good," she said. "We'll see
[when the season starts] on Oct. 4. We
get a lot of fans, but not as much as the
men. Everyone's family comes. It's
not the WNBA—not that much
money is put into it. But it's the first
division team in Holland."
Although her time away depends
upon the team 's record, Walsh will ,
remain abroad until at least championship time in late April.

hack into f all season

Continued from Page 10
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Alfond Fitness Center
revamped; climbing wall
under surveillance
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the team we showed a lot of composure in the back field. If we combine
the composure and the passing with
an increased pace of play against
Bates then we should have a successful afternoon. "
The Mules go into this weekend
with confidence and a statement to
make as they begin their NESCAC
portion of their schedule this
Saturday at 11:00 a.m, when they
will take on the Bates Bobcats.
Last season Colby lost a tough
game to their arch-rivals 3-5, but
with a brand new team this year
there is plenty of room for an upset.
"The real test will be Bates this
weekend," Holstcn said. "We have
an increase in our speed this year
that will allow us to compete in the
tough NESCAC league."

With his ax sharpened and his boots tied tight, Charlie JIale '06 is ready to tackle any forest,
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VOLLEYBALLSt.Joe's fallsinthree;Colbywomento hostinvitationaltournamentthis weekend
Continued from Page 10

try to increase the length of the rally,"
Parent explained of the one player on
power of setter Kimberly Prescott's '04 each team who wears an alternately colthree aces. Prescott, a New England ored jersey , "It allows the player to be on
Small College Athletic Conference the court for 10 out of the 12 rotations.
"Jennifer Radcliffe is a very imporSecond-team All-star, who holds seven
school records, added to her team's tant player as our libero ," Parent
strength with 31 assists throughout the added. "She controls the court passingthree games. Now in her final season, wise. When she touches the ball , good
she is expected to break the career things happen."
assists record.
Also a recent rule change was the
"Averaging 10 assists per game is real- switch to rally scoring two years ago,
ly good," Parentsaid afterwards. "And an Whereas the receiving team could not
ace a game is also very strong."
previously score , a point can now
Contributions from outside hitter and accompany a change in service. A best
libero Jennifer Rndcliffe '06 were equal- of three series is now played, each
ly essential to the Mules' victory. Leading game to 30 points.
the way with nine digs, Radcliffe proved
"You still side out , but now you get a
herself as the team's principal libero—o point for it," Parent said,
positioncreated only last year.
Colby, however, lias hardly grappled
"The purpose [of the position) is to with the changes, and the Mules antici-

pate having a strong weekend in their
invitational tournament, when they will
face Bowdoin College on Friday at 5
p.m., Bates College at 7 p.m., Gordon
College on Saturday at 1 p,in. and the
University of Mainc-Machias Jit 3 p.m.
Games against neither Bowdoin nor
Bates will count towards conference play
this weekend; however, Colby will face
both NESCAC rivals later this month.
"The weekend will be good, tough,"
Henley said. "It 's a big tournament. We
have four games, and we haven 't yet
seen anyone in the NESCAC except for
Bowdoin. [The tournament] will be a
good launching pud."
Although Parent anticipate!) u strong
weekend, she says gamc-ume alone
will be extremely valuable,
"It will be good for us no matter
what—four wins or four losses—

because it 's good lo have good competition, (The other tennis] have strong
schedules already.
Parent will rely on new blood Julie
Hike '07 lo give the team a sharper edge.
"Biil really anybody can step it up,"
Parent said. "On any given day, somebody can catch on lire. We huve good
balance. The middles have led us
before. Al yssa is huge on offensive
attack. Nobody can weigh in on one
person a lot because everyone is good."
Still , it is early in the season and
Parent has in mind some points of
growth for her players.
"(One ol' thc) keys for us will be ball
control ," she said, "It is difficult to run
offense when we 're not able to service
u puss. Blocking is key. We ' re;big, and
I want us to be a much more aggressively minded blocking team."

this week
in sports

LeClair scores pinnacle overtime goal in
Women 's volleyball
makes mockery of Monks season opener against Plymouth State
By LIZ BOMZE
MANAGING EDITOR

Predictions that Colby women's volleyball would come out stronger than
they did last season became realities on
Tuesday night, when the Mules defeated the St. Joseph 's College Monks in
three consecutive wins,' 30-14, 30-16

.

¦

.

'

¦

¦

.

- .¦

..

and 30.-15.
"It was a good start to our season,"
said captain middle blocker Alyssa
Henley '04. "We got our feet wet for
our huge weekend. It was a good
warm-up for what's to come."
At no point did the Mules surrender
their lead. Outside hitter Caitlin
Cleaver '06 led both her teammates and
:he competition with nine
alls and two blocks after
playing' only . 'two of the three
games. Abbey Stella '04, a
middle blocker, followed
ivith six kills and two blocks,
ilso in two games; and middle blocker, Kaitlin Adams
'06 and outsider hitters Julie
Hhke '07 and Megan Devlin
;
06, who also had a nineserve scoring run, tied for five
kills each in two games.
Adams made the winning kill
in the third game. .
"It was a great opportunity
to open up with [St. Joe 's]
because everyone got a lot of
playing time," Head Coach
Candice Parent said. "And it
was a chance to see who
plays well next to who,
which, early on, is hard to
figure out."
Scrambling not to lose, St.
Joe 's suffered under the
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C.ait Clf .nver '06 inikes one nf her manv kills.

Continued on Page 9

By ERICA AYOTTE
• SPORTS EDITOR

Colby field hockey picked up right
where they left off last season in the
team 's 2003 season-opener against
Plymouth State University with a 2-1
overtime victory Sept. 6. Adrienne
LeClair '05 scored her first collegiate
goal with 2:18 left in the game to
clinch the win for the Mules.
"The Plymouth State game was
definitely a first win to remember,"
Co-Captain Injoo Han '04 said.
"After going two 35-minute halves
and 15 minutes of overtime, we were
able to push it out and truly put our
hard training to the test."
"Adrienne's goal came, right in
time," Han said. "It came immediately after our first timeout in sevenversus-seven overtime play. It was a
great goal: a pass from a free hit to
Wendy [Bonner '05], Wendy taking a
shot, [and then it] deflected off of
Adrienne's stick and into the net."
Bonner scored the Mules' first
goal of the game at 22:25 in the second half off of a penalty stroke.
"There was a big scramble for the
ball in front of the net," Bonner said.
"The goalie fell down and I shoved
the ball underneath her. The goalie
lost sight of the ball and the referee
called for a penalty stroke."
To make her attempt count,

Women 's soccer dominates season opener
By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN

Bonner, "gave [the goalie] a fake
look at the high right corner to get
her moving that way, then shot it at
her head," she said. "I shot it ... over
the goalie 's right shoulder." With
that goal Bonner tallied the twentieth of her Colby career.

The Plymouth
State game was
definitely a first
win to remember. We were
truly able to
push it out and
put our hard
training to the
test.
Injoo Han '04
C6-Captain

"They are a big ball team where
they just drive the ball [the length] of
the field and chase," Han said.
"Every year, we have to adjust to this
style of play. [It] is like playing ping
pong where they just hit the ball back
and forth."
"We looked really good defensively," Head Coach Marcia Ingraham
'02 said. "That's one of the things we

FRIDAY, SEPT. 12
• Volleyball
6:00 p.m.
Colby Invitational
• Men's Tennis "
@ Middlebury Invitational

had focused on in practice: playing
tight inside the 25-yard line and protecting our goalie:"
In her collegiate debut, goaltender
Molly Rice '07 stopped seven of
eight shots on goal. Lilly Silva '06
scored the lone Panther goal at 17:37
in the second half.
"Offensively, we have some things
to work on, like spacing," Ingraham
said. "We need to utilize the whole
field down to their goal line and not
funnel the ball down the middle of
'
the.' field." . "
The Mules will have home field
advantage in their first New England
Small College Athletic Conference
game against the Bates College
Bobcats Sept. 13. The Bobcats,
whose home field is turf, will have to
adjust to Colby 's grass pitch.
Ingraham said, "It 's an easier transition to go from grass to turf than
from turf to grass. I definitel y think
we have an advantage."
Bates is known for their great midfield transitions, give-and-goes and
small, quick passes, according to
Ingraham. "They're not a hit-and-run
team," she said. "It's more like 'runaround-you."'
To counteract the Bobcats, Colby
practiced options off of free hits
and finishing drills this week.
In 2002 Colby defeated Bates 2-1
off of goals from Michaelyn Bortolotti
'05 and Sarah Goodrich '05.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 13

• Field Hockey
11:00 a.m.
vs. Bates College
• Volleyball
10:00 a.m.
Colby Invitational
• Men's and Women's Cross
Country
ll;00 a.m.
vs. Bowdoin College &
Laval College
• Men's Tennis
@ Middlebury Invitational
• Men's Soccer
1:30 p.m.
vs. Bates College :
• Women's Soccer
11:00 am.
vs. Bates College

SUNDAY, SEPT. 14

• Men's Tennis
@ Middlebury Invitational• Golf
. •
@ Bowdoin Invitational .

MONDAY, SEPT. 15

• Golf
@ Bowdoin Invitational

TUESDAY, SEPT. 16
• Field Hockey
4:30 p.m.
vs. St. Joseph 's

On course f or victory, Colby cross
country sp eeds p ast USM at home

STAFF WRITER

In front of an intense crowd of
cheering fans, the Colby women 's
soccer team displayed their strong
passing and shooting skills as they out
shot by a tall y of 31- 1 and shutout
Husson College for their home opener,by a shocking score of 9-0.
"It was a good warm-up for our
NESCAC [New England Small
College Athletic Conference] schedule," Head Coach Jen Moisten said.
"1 thought we moved the ball well.
Eleven of the 21 players arc new to
the team so it was great to get everyone on the field. "
Five of the 11 first year players
started and made a si gnificant
impact for the Mules on ' Saturday.
Six Mules scored , and within the
first two minutes of play Colb y
midfielder Libba Cox '07 scored
the game-winning goal to put the
Mule 's at a 1 -0 advantage .
Colby 's ofl'ense was on lire as for-

By RYAN GLENNON

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

JENETTE RICHELSON/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby women s soccer ransacked Husson College as tliey rolled past for a
9-0 season-opening victory on Saturday. They hungrily await Bates.
ward Kristin Schmidt '06 lead the
Mules with three goals. While Kara
McCabe '06, Kelly DeLong '06,
Laura Williamson '07 and Liz
Moreck '07 each added a goal. Liza
Benson
'07 and Tri-Captain
Elizabeth Riley '05 combined for
one save , as Husson was unable to
muster much of an offense.

"Saturday 's game was not the
most exciting win , but we got a
chance to work on things that will
prove helpful in next ' Saturday 's
game against Bates," Riley said. "We
were passing very well against
Husson and with eleven first years on
Continued on Page 9

Walsh takes her All-American stand
ing and skills to overseas courts
By LIZ BOMZE
MANAGING EDITOR

Records, of course , are made to be
broken. And during her tenure as a
Colb y Women 's Basketball player,
Sarah Walsh '03 broke several, By the
time she graduated last spring, Walsh
bad outp layed the Colby competition
in career rebounds (1 ,022) and career
and season steals, 71 and 245, respectivel y these triumphs in addition to
being named to the Kodak/Women 's
Basketball Coaches ' Association AllAmerica team , leading the New
Itaglund Small College Athletic
Conference in scoring and rebounding, earning conference Player of the
Year and ranking .second ill Colby in
career points scored (1 ,40°). With
obvious talent , the 6' I" superstar
began making plans last spring to
extend her basketball career overseas
and is currently a starting forward, on
the women 's national team in
(ironingen , Netherlands.

Now a paid pro fessional for
Celeritudo , Walsh traveled to Murope
in earl y August with a team of
American players after a professional
showcase in Atlanta. Alter participating in a tournament with the team ,
Walsh and another American were the
onl y two contracted to p lay.
"The coach of this team had heard
of me through the showcase in
Atlanta ," Walsh said, "lie came lo
see me and picked up me and |another American |."
Walsh's contract , however, is in her
hands until the end of the month. The
tryoiit session , she explained , "wasn 't
really a tryout. Basicall y I got offered
to play on a probationary contract. If
I don 't like it the fust month , I can
back out...You don 't sign anything
until the probationary period is over
on Ocl. 1. If someone came along
with a better offer, I could take it. Hut
I like it. It 's good."
Walsh acknowledges that play ing
European basketball is a different
game altogether. Whereas Colby

women 's basketball coach Patricia
O'Brien had her on the court six days
per week , the Celeritudo coach
demands half that time.
"It's so weird ," she said of Ihe
coaching, "The guy is a complete nut.
A crazy guy...It 's a very different
practice. It's not as intense, We practice three days per week and then we
have a game. They play weird—two
centers, two forwards and a guard.
But the forwards are reall y guards.
And the reffing is horrendous, Here
they must make up calls—you think
I' m exaggerating. Coach O'Brien
would probabl y have a heart attack if
she saw Ihis. "
The changes , however, are not
without some perks.
"I don 't miss the sprints," Walsh
said. "We have a lot of free time, the
opportunity to do part-time work. [A
teammate and I| are also coaching a
15-year-old girls team. I' m taking
Dutch lessons, too."

The women's cross country team
ran their first race of the season this
past weekend at the Colby Relays
against in-state opponent the
University of Southern Maine.
The relays' structure is unlike any
other race the team will run this season. They are structured with each
team dividing up their runners into
equal teams of five; Colby had four
teams and USM had two. Each team

would need to learn to "start slower
and have patience."
Unfortunatel y, Cristina Sisson '04,
the number three runner of last season,
is out with a quad strain. However, the
focus is on staying healthy, and with
greater depth and experience returning
from last year, the women 's cross
country team is hopeful and unwavering in their quest for success in one of
the toughest leagues around , the New
England division III and New England
Small College Athletic Conference.
"We will have many challenges

We will have many
challenges ahead of
us, [but with] a
strong group of
returning athletes, I
believe this group
looks forward to [it].
Debra Aitken
Coach

started with the quickest runner running last, second fastest to begin the
race , the third to go fourth and so forth.
This format, according to Coach
Debra Aitken , "is so that each leg of
the race will be close, for at least the
first half of the race." The times for
each team were recorded and combined for a team total. The Mules finished first with a total time of 69
minutes and 26 seconds.
Aitken was happy with the results
of the weekend , explaining that "overall , most [of our] runners improved

n will iticiiiisoN/T 'ur. cciiny raw

Cross country warms up in the Colby Relays for Bowdoin Sept. /.?,
'07, Betsy Liltlchcld '07 and Karen
I'risby '07 "had very impressive performances and showed that they will
be tough competitors on hill y cours es," according lo Aitken , who went on
to say that her onl y concern is that in
order lo compete on such courses as
the hilly Colby course, some runners

ahead of us, [but with] a strong group
of returning athletes and [with] our first
years and new comers looking fit and
strong, I believe this group looks forward lo the challenges ," Aitken said.
Both (he men 's and women 's teams
will race BoWcloin College Sept. 13 at
1 :00p.m.

INSIDE SPORTS
Devastator

Adrienne LeClair '05 rattles the opposition
PAGE 9
with her stunning overtime goal.

Woodsmen

Charlie Hale '06: women love -him , trees fear

him.
Continued on Page 9

from their 12-minute fitness test that
we do in the early days of practice. "
Colby also placed at least two runners ahead of any USM runners in
each leg of the race as well as having
each Colby team 's cumulative time
finishing faster than either of the USM
times. Karina Johnson '05 finished the
day with the fastest overall time of 12
minutes and 43 seconds. Tri-Captain
Elizabeth Turnbull '04, Jess Minty '06
and Hillary Easter '06 also turned in
strong performances. First years
Allison Cogbill '07, Kirsten Davis
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Tragic eventsm
Senior Dawn Rossignol, 21, found dead in Oakland Wednesday morning
By ECHO EDITORIAL STAFF
The body of 21-year old Dawn
Rossignol '04 was found off of Rice
Rips Rd., in the Messalonskee Stream
in Oakland , Me., at 10:26 a.m.
Wednesday. She was found about 300
yards from her car, a maroon 1993
Mercury Sable with Maine license
plates, which was parked at the end
of a gravel road leading to a dam in
the stream. ' \
Rossignol was first reported missing Tuesday morning by her mother
when she did not arrive at a 9 a.m. eye
doctor s appointment in Bangor, Me.
Waterville Chief of Police John
Morris said that the initial missing
persons report came in at 10:30 a.m.
Tuesday. According to
Steve
McCaUsland of the Department of
Public Safety, after Waterville police
issued a statewide alert, State Police
searched both sides of 1-95 between
Waterville and Bangor. Meanwhile,
Sergeant Dan Ames of the Waterville
Police Department, searching locally,
found her car parked on the dirt road,
McCausland said.
"A state police airplane and a
National Guard helicopter had been
utilized to look for her car, and
Sergeant Ames, who was part of the
Waterville effort, decided to search the
outlying areas," McCausland said.
"The discovery of the vehicle led to
the discovery of her body," Morris

said at an on-scene press conference Wednesday afternoon.
The death, considered suspicious, is still under investigation by
the WatervillePolice Dept, as well
as the Oakland Police Department,
the Kennebec County Police
Department and the State Police
Department. Her body was transported to the State Medical
Examiner's Office in Augusta, Me.
An autopsy will be performed
Thursday .
Police are hesitant to give
details or speculate as to the circumstances surrounding Rossignol's death
or the conditions under which she was
found until after the autopsy.
"We're not going to speculate," said
Lieutenant Tim Doyle of the State
Police Department. "We're not going
to talk about what may or may not
have happened. It 's important we
don't speculate, but investigate.
Any new information about the case
will be released by the Department of
Public Safety in Augusta.
.
"We have now been informed that
the body found on Rice Rips Road in
Oakland today is that of Dawn
Rossignol , a Colby senior from
Medway, Maine," President William
D. Adams wrote in an official campus
e-mail on Wednesday."Our . prayers
and our hearts go out to Dawn 's family and to those who knew her best.
Colby, too, has suffered a profound
loss in Dawn."

PHOTO COURTESY.OFCHRISSY JONES

"I would reiterate what has already
been said—that it is a tragedy," Director
of Communications Steve Collins said.
"We are doing what we can to deal with
students' and faculty's [concerns.]
There are counselors and chaplains
available, as well as the campus gathering as a chance to come together."
Rossignol graduated from Schenck
High School as a valedictorian. At
Colby, she was an L.L. Bean Scholar
and a Mitchell Scholar. Rossignol was
a biology major and a member of the
Dean 's List.
Professor of Biology Russejl
Johnson, Rossignol!s.Jacademic.advisor said, "This is a very sad day for the
Biology Department. We are very sad
about what happened. [Rossignol] was
a good student; she was the kind of
student every professor likes to have."

Police block access to Rice Rip s Rd. Wednesday afternoon.
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Mourning the loss of
Dawn Rossignol
pus-wide email seeking submissions
to the Echo in Dawn's memory we
received responses from Colby stuSGA PRESIDENT & VICE PRESIDENT
dents from Mayflower Hill to
Australia, One member of the class of
As the news unfolded of Dawn's '07 wrote, "I did not know Dawn
passing Wednesday, a wave of Rossignol. But any death is a devastatincredulity and sadness washed over ing loss. I would like her family and
our usually vibrant campus. There are friends to know that all of Colby will
few words to describe the pain and provide support. I myself am struck by
horror of losing a close friend or fam- this event."
This devastating loss has been felt
il y member and our thoughts and
prayers are with them as they begin to by every member of our tight-knit
deal with this tragic loss. As Senior community and the healing process
Class Reps, Lindsey Lanier and Matt will be long and painful. The sense of
Ritter wrote to the class, "[Dawn] was security and stability that we usuall y
a member of our community and more take for granted on this campus was
importantly an individual who hel ped rocked by this terrible incident . We
to shape our class into the uni que body will continue to search for answers
that it is." As a member of the student and explanations in a vain attempt to
body and community, she will be find a catharsis, yet there is no immemissed deeply.
diate remedy for these feelings of loss
The incident has had and will con- and sorrow. We will come to terms
tinue to have a profound affect on with this loss in time and as a commuColby. The agonizing emotion is not nity.
limited to those closest to Dawn either.
On behalf of Colby 's student body
The outpouring ol support Irom Colby we offer our most sincere condolences
students who were unacquainted with to those closest with Dawn, We arc
her is a testament to the compassion here for you at this difficult time.
and camaraderie that define our stu- Together wc will get throug h this , but
dent body. After sending out a cam- we will never forget.

By DEREK TAFF&JOSH
GERMAN

View of the crime scene from top of Rice Rips Rd.
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The flag in the academic quad fle w at half-mast Wednesday.

Community gathering for Rossignol in
Lorimer Chapel: A time to come together
By KATE RUSSO & EMILY
HONIG

NEWS EDITOR & FEATURES EDITOH

A short gathering was held last ni ght
in Lorimer Chapel for students, faculty
and members of the Colby community
who wished to grieve the loss of Dawn
Rossignol '04. College President
William D. Adanis , Professor ol
Biology Russell Johnson and Father
Phili p Tracy each spoke briefly about
Rossignol and her life at the College .
Adams, who spoke of what he knew
of Rossignol , focused mostly on the
stress this tragedy lias placed on this
community and on the importance of
caring for each other at times such as
these. "In the least , to come together,
all of us in this community, to console
and comfort one another in the midst
of such a loss ami traged y," Adani s
said, "1 think this can remind us of
how much of a community and famil y
we are. 1 think In a powerful way, we
find one another in the end."
Adams also encouraged the large
number of quiet , subdued students,
faculty and staff present at the gather-

ing not speculate , warning that ,
"There is a great deal of uncertainty
surrounding the circumstances of this
loss. It 's very earl y in the stages,
deliberate and , perh aps, .some of them
slow, bul we are very vig ilant of the
police investi gation ," Adams added
cautiously. "We are cooperating in
very possible way we can with that ,
and I am persuaded that they are
working as hard as is humanly possible to solve this mystery, which
remains , I urge you to keep in mind , a
mystery.,.I've tried lo resist , and I
hope yoa would join me in Ibis , speculating about those circumstances,"
"It was a sad day for the Biology
Department ," said Johnson , Rossignol's
academic advisor, "It is a tragedy to
know that we will never know what
such a promising young life with so
much future ahead of it is so suddenly
gone." Johnson described Rossignol a,s
a quiet , but hardwork ing and persistent
student , with an ability to quietly
accomplish what she put her mind to.
Tracy described Rossignol as a
woman of faith and faithfulness , who in
her first two years at Colby spent much
of her time with the Catholic Ministry.

"She was constantl y open to exp loring what life was all about , and particularl y her role in life, and to the ways
that it felt comfortable , she was among
the first to become involved. "
He , like Adams , also spoke of the
suddenness of the tragedy and the
stresses it places on the community,
"Reall y, what we 're talking about is
loss of control: loss of contro l over our
emotions , loss of control over our
sense of innocence , our sense of safety, and so we look for some foundations , for some answer," Tracy said.
Tracy also called upon the community, urging attendees to pray for
Rossignol's family and close friends
and to call upon one another for support and for safely.
Attendees quietl y and slowl y loll
Lorimer idler Tracy finished in prayer.
Students lingered in the Chapel , gathering in tears and remembrance for
their friend and classmates.
1 he memorial service and funeral for
Rossignol have yet to be scheduled. The
College will make formal announcements about these services when their
dates una locations are finalized.
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Father Phil Tracy consoles the community at the withering at Lorimer Chapel Wednesday night.

Security off ers caution

Tips to
Escort Service

At any time during the day or night students can
arrange for a security officer or student patrol to escort
them across campus simply by calling ext. 3345. An officer or student patrol will escort the student either on foot
or in a security vehicle.
The safe ride program operates the Jitney van seven
days a week between 2 p.m. and 2 a.m.As a service f o r
me student, Safe Ride will only take a rider to his or her
place of residence.(Safe Ride will take students from any
point on campus to Hieir off-campus residence or from
any point within
the Waterville city limits to their on-campus resi¦
dence).

?If the vehicle:breaks down after dark, signal for
assistance by raising the hood and by tying a
white handkerchief to the radio antenna or door handle. Stay inside the vehicle with the windows
closed and the doors locked. If a roadside "Good
Samaritan" stops, roll down the windowjust enough to
talk and ask that he or she call the police. If the person
appears to be a threat, sound the horn and
flash the lights until he or she leaves.
* If followed into a driveway or parking lot, stay
locked inside the vehicleuntil occupants of the
vehicle can be identified. If threatened, sound the horn
until it attracts attention or the vehicle
leaves.
¦'
choose well-lighted areas.
night,
When
parking
at
*
Before getting out of the vehicle, check for
people loitering.
'

Safety Whistles
During Orientation, every student new to Colby
receives an emergency whistle and is advised to
carry it at all times. These whistles are to be used only
in a crisis (e.g. assault, medical injury,
etc.) situation. Lost whistles may be replaced through a
request to the Dean of Students Office.
Upon hearing a whistle, any students, faculty, or staff
should immediately go toward the sound,
unless it is unsafe to do so, to render assistance.
Assistance may be defined as immediatelycontacting
the Security Department by activating the nearest "blue
light" call box, or by phoning Security at
' •V ext. 3911. ' ;¦ . ¦
. .
Residence Halls
All residence halls are secured 24-hours per day.
Residents have obligations to ensure that this
protection not be compromised by propping doors
open. Residence halls are not public buildings;they
are private residences owned and maintained by the
College. Therefore, visiting is a privilege
extended by members of the residence hall, not a right
of me visitor. (Hall staff and residents are
encouraged to challenge the presence of strangers in
the residence halls.)
Call Boxes
• - ' Emergency call boxes are located throughout the
Colby campus. Once a box is activated, a user will be
able to speak directly to the dispatcher in the security
office. A security officer will be dispatched to respond to
the call location
Jitney
The Jitney offers a free ride to Colby community
members downtown and back and also makes runs to
the Concourse, Elm, Shaw's, and Wal-Mart plazas. The
Jitney is in operation Monday through Saturday
between the hours of 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. on a scheduled
basis and between the hours of 7 p.m. and
midnight on an on-call basis. A schedule of stops is
posted in each residence hall or may be picked up at the
security office or at the Office of the Dean of Students.
The Jitney is a shuttle service for
the Colby campus and does not leave theWaterville
city limits (or residential areas designated nearby). It will
only take passengers to or from the campus. It will not
take passengers from one downtown point to another.
General Safety Tips
* Keep the doors and windows to residences locked at
all times.
* Never sleep in an unlocked room,
* Don't put name and address on key rings.
* Don't study in poorly lighted or secluded areas.
* Immediately notify the security office about obscene
or harassing telephone calls or calls with
no one on the line.
* Don't go inside a room that appears to have been
forcibly entered or entered by unauthorized
persons. Notify the Department of Security. If already
inside, students should avoid touching anything,
as they may disturb evidence that is important to an
investigation.
* If awakened by an intruder inside their room, students should not try to apprehend the
individual. The person may be armed or may use
something in the room as a weapon. If the intruder poses
an immediate threat, get out of the room; if the intruder
does not pose an immediate threat, common sense may
dictate feigning sleep.
4 If you sec suspicious persons or vehicles on campus,
you should immediately contact the
Department of Security at extension 3345. Try to get
the license plate number and a description of the
vehicle.
* Report any defective locks on windows and doors to
Security at extension 3345,
When Driving a Car

¦

¦

* Lock the vehicle whenever it is unattended. Before
" entering the vehicle, always check the
interior, paying attention to the floor and back seat.
.

.

.

<
.

When Walking and Jogging
*Avoid traveling alone after dark. Call the Department
of Security at ext. 3345 or ext. 3346 for '
an escort.
* Walk on well-lighted, regularly traveled walks and
pathways. Avoid short cuts and keep away from
shrubbery,bushes, alleyways, and other areas where an
assailant might be lurking.
* Don't hitchhike or accept rides from casual acquaintances or strangers.
* Report lights that are out and any other hazardous
condition to the Department of Security at
extension 3345.
*.When walking to a vehicleor residence, have keys
ready in hand.
* When being dropped off at their residence by taxi or
private vehicle, students should ask the
driver to wait until they get inside.
* If threatened by an approaching vehicle, run in the
opposite direction. The vehicle will have to
turn around before it can follow.
* If students think they are being followed, they should
cross the street and, if necessary, keep
crossing back and forth. If pursued, they should scream
and run to a lighted business or residence;
enlist the aid of a passerby; flag down a passing
motorist; or, as a last resort, break a window in a
residence or pull a tire alarm-anything that might
attract attention or summon assistance.
* If students find themselves confronted by an
assailant, they must remember that while screaming
and struggling may in some instances frighten off the
assailant, in other instances such actions may
further antagonize the assailant and bring forth a more
Violent reaction. Above all, they must stay
focused and assess the situation before choosing a
course of action. Whether the assailant is armed
or has made threats against theirlife obviously will be
a determining factor in a student's
decision. The key word in this type of situation is survival. Use common sense and intuition!
* Jog with a friend. Wear light-colored clothing. Keep
out of the road. Face traffic. Jog single
file. When running on local roadways look out for
oncoming traffic, especially if wearing a headset.
At the Athletic Center
Avoid using the athletic facilities alone, especially after
dark or during off-hours.
Use the "buddy system." Work out with a friend and
make arrangements to go to and from the gym together.
Avoid taking cash, wallets, watches, or other valuables
to the athletic facilities.
Keep lockers locked whenever unattended. This
includes those times when leaving briefly to shower or to
visit the trainer or the equipment room. Most of the thefts*"at the athletic facilities are from unlocked lockers.
Confine running and jogging to daylight hours and to
open, well-traveled areas.
Report all incidents of voyeurism to the Department of
Security immediately.
Women should pay particular attention to these additional tips:
Avoid showering if alone in the locker room.
If there is another woman in the locker room, ask her
to wait.
When encountering a male intruder inside the women's
locker room:
-Push one of the emergency buttons located in different areas throughout the locker room. These emergency
alarms are monitored at the Department of Security.
-Scream for help. The call for assistance should curry
to the equipment room, the pool area, and possibly
upstairs.
-Keep out of the intruder 's way and do not attempt to
prevent him from leaving.
Formulate a description of the intruder in your mind.
Notify the Department of Security at ext. 3911.
There is a monitor on duty in the building (generally
seated in the main lobby when not making rounds) during
die academic year.

* Don't pick up hitchhikers,
* Avoid stopping in poorly lit, out-of-the-way places.

The Maine State Police and local police are investigating the death of Colby student Dawn
Rossignol and they continue to label the death as "suspicious."
/, : The police are very interested in speaking with anyone who may have seen Dawn
leave campus on Tuesday morning,
/ , Individuals with information are asked to immediately contact the Waterville Police
Department(872-5551), the Maine State Police (800452-4664), or
Colby Security (872-3345).
The on-campus police base of operations is set up in the basement of AMS.

pus security services and general safety tips. ;
DIRECTOR OF SECURITY
There are four critical things you
can do:
As you know, the State Police
* Be safety conscious and aware of
informed the College earlier today of a potential dangers in your daily activisuspicious death near campus. The ties.
Police have now confirmed that the
* Remain alert for suspicious activvictim was Colby student Dawn ity and conditions that may present a
Rossignol '04 from Medway, Maine. hazard to you or the community.
The investigation is still in the very
* Use the "buddy system"-go witha
early stages and law enforcement friend-when moving around campus.
agencies understandably have very lit* Report any and all incidents of
tle in the way of specific information criminal or suspicious activity to
they may share with the College at this Security immediately at 3911.
time. College officials are cooperating
The Security Office is staffed 24with the on-going investigation.
hours per day, providing dispatch and
Colby has scheduled extra security, campus patrol services, and the
counseling, and student services staff Waterville Police Department is also
coverage for tonight and the available to respond to campus emerWaterville Police Department will be gencies.
providing more frequent patrols
Information about campus security
through campus beginning immediate- services and general safety tips are
-¦
ly. . .
provided below. While no list can
In addition, we want to reinforce encompass every potential danger or
the need for all students and employ- hazard, we encourage you to review
ees to cooperate in providing for each this information carefully and take
others safety and remind you of cam- appropriate action.
By PETER S. CHENEVERT

Thoughtsfrom the
Dean of Students
By JANICE KASSMAN

DEAN OF STUDENTS AND VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

As you might imagine, there is no
sadder moment for me as Dean or for
our community then to learn of the
death of a bright, young person with
unlimited potential and a promising
future ahead.
I did not know Dawn Rossignol but
I do know from her friends and family
what a special person she was to so
many, Everyone I met during the
course of the last few days,who knew
her, spoke of her kindness, attention to
detail and sense of responsibility for
everything from academic work to
work study to keeping appointments
on time.
I extend my deepest sympathy to
her dear family, her close friends and
to all those who loved and nurtured
her and benefited from her all too
short life.

Letter from Lindsay and Matt , the
Glass of 2004 Representatives
By MATTHEW ROTER &
UNDSEY LANIER
2004 SENIOR CLASS REPRESENTATIVES

Without a doubt the death of
Dawn Rossignol, one of our classmates, is a sobering reminder of how
fragile our lives atop Mayflower Hill
and outside of it can be, Senior year
is a year of mixed emotions. It is the
culmination of four years of triumphs, friendship, and disappointments. The pain of losing Dawn will
linger throughout the remainder of
our time at Colby.

Through this tragedy we have
seen the true essence of the Colby
community revealed. To see so many
of our classmates caring for one
another throughout this distressing
day and at Lorimer Chapel this
evening, is evidence of the bond we
have formed throughout our time
here.
We have been honored and privileged to have represented a class full
of such dynamic and talented individuals for the past three years. We
appreciate all the support that our
classmates have shown both to each
other and to the family and friends of

Dawn. All we can hope is that
through this tragedy we are made
stronger as a class and as a community. Though one of our own will not
be with us as we cross the stage 'and
receive our diplomas this May, she
will constantly be in our hearts.
We cannot express in words how
deeply sorry we are to Dawn and all
those with whom she was close for
such
an
inexplicable
loss.
Nonetheless we want them to know
that Dawn will always hold a special
place in the class of 2004.

President Adamsoff e rs thoughts^
condolences on DawnRossignol
There are many things going on
tonight, in particular for the senior
class, and I'm grateful that so many of
you have chosen to come and share
this moment with us. And to everyone, thank you and welcome. We
come together for some, I think, fairly simple but terribly important reasons and purposes tonight. The Tirst
and most important is to share and
grieve this loss of Dawn Rossignol;
the second to extend in every way we
can our feelings of support and sympathies to Dawn's family and friends,
those most closely touched by this
tragedy. In the least to come together,
all of us in this community, to console
and comfort one another in the midst
of such a loss and tragedy, I think this
can remind us of how much of a community and family we are. There are
many other times we do as well, but
particularly in this moment of loss, I
think in a powerful way, we find one
another in the end.
The format we wish to follow-by
the way, we thankfull y don 't have
much of a script for this kind of
moment-is simple. I wish share a few
thoughts that have come to me during
this difficult day, I have asked
Russell Johnson who was Dawn 's
advisor; to share a couple of thoughts
about her and her work here at Colby.
And then Phil Tracy would share
some reflections of her again from her
work with him and the Catholic
Campus ministry. We thought that we
would then take a pause and then permit those people who would like to
stay to do so-to gather in small
groups, to talk in rather more informal
ways to share memories and emotions, and permit others who would
like to observe this moment and day
in a different way lo do so away from
this place.
I will step oil and try my best to
begin by sharing n couple of my own
thoughts that have been developing
across this difficult and very long day
for all of us. My thoughts, like yours,
are swarming. They 're confused. And
there is much that 1 cannot know
about what has happened. In the midst
of that confusion, 1 thought I would
share some things I do know with
some certainty, and they are simplo
and these: first, n couple of thoughts
about Dawn and her work here and
life here; some thoughts about (he
day; and thoughts about our commu-

nity—-about this family that we have
here.
Some things about Dawn, and then
I will look forward to Russell, gladly.
These very brief and spare comments
on her: she was, of course, a senior, as
her classmates know, from Medway,
Maine. She was the Class of 2000
Valedictorian at Schenck High School
in East Millinocket. Her parents are
Charleen and Emile Rossignol. She
had one brother, Michael, a student at
the University of New England. It was
for them, as you can imagine, a bewildering, bewildering day, and they
have returned home, not without, I
think , expressing to everyone at
Colby their affection for this play and
the regard with which Dawn looked
upon and experienced Colby.
Dawn was selected to the National
Honors Society and wa^ listed as a
Who's Who All-Amcrican high
scnool student. She received an honorary science award and the Williams
College Book Award as a senior in
high school-a very precocious award.
Here, she continued that interest as
biology maj or and she studied recently at James Cooke University of
Australia during the first semester of
her last year-her junior year. She was
a Mitchell Scholar; that is the program supported by George Mitchell
and his family, which extends financial aid to very deserving Maine students. She was a participant, as 1
mentioned , in the Catholic Campus
ministry, and Phil will tell us a little
about that.
Not unimportantly, she worked
with Dining Services throughout her
time at Colby, and worked with
College Relations, I was struck today
when talking with her parents about
her memories of and feelings for her
experience, particularl y with the
Dining Services staff. She felt very
strongly about the people she worked
with here, and talked often about
them. And I know they felt strongly
about her.
I have many thoughts about the
day, and the most important one is, ot
course, the community, which we
gather here to think about today. 1 also
know there is a great deal we don't
know about the day. Or yesterday,
There is a great deal of uncertainty
surrounding the circumstances of this
loss. It's very early in the stages,
deliberate and, perhaps, some of them

slow, but we are very vigilant of , the
police investigation. We are cooperating in every possible way we can with
that and I am persuaded that they are
working as hard as is humanly possible to solve this mystery, which
remains, I urge you to keep in mind, a
mystery. We don 't know , anything
conclusively. I've tried to resist, and I
hope you would join me in this, in
speculating about those circumstances. We could turn out to be wildly inaccurate. We just don 't know
much, and we won't know much for
probably some period of time. I know
that's hard ; I' ve spent the day trying
to resist that, and it's hard because we
know so little at this point. Linked to
that uncertainty, we have conveyed to
all of you our clearest thoughts about
how you all can be protective of your
own safety. And we call your attention
to the messages we sent out earlier
today. We'll continue to share our
thoughts with you on that. But I think
the most important thing here is just
observing common sense and good
judgment. Stay together. Don 't put
yourselves in vulnerable places or
conditions. Be smart. But staying
together, 1 think , is the most important
thing. And use your wonderful minds
to avoid occasions and circumstances
of risk. And finally, if there are things
that cause you suspicion and concern ,
I urge you to report them to Security.
They arc working very carefull y with
the police and very hard. And as we
know more, I will be convey ing that
information to you quickl y in an
email.
Finally, I would just say a couple
things of certainty about us: the feeling of community that I have talked
about before in many ways and have
occasion again to talk about , partl y
because we are so powerfully reminded of the pain , It's also a time for us to
be careful and in full concern for one
another. I think that 's one way we can
acknowledge the loss and the importance of each and every one of us.
I just would to share these thoughts
on what, perhaps, all of w require;
first of all , I think a sense of unity
as
family members, who are grieving
in
almost unimaginable ways.
Many of you have come up to
me
today and said thoughtful and gener,
ous things, It's a time for that. A
good
time for that. Thank you for coming

